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Always in tune with your style
a comprehensive range of rainwater systems to accommodate
all types of buildings and budgets

Choose from modern, traditional
and heritage rainwater systems,
available in Aluminium, GRP,
Copper, Zinc and Stainless Steel.

For more information please call
0113 279 5854
or email
info@rainguard.co.uk

Aluminium

GRP

Cast Iron

Copper, Zinc & Stainless Steel
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Hotel PACAI, located in Vilnius, Lithuania, was
named the winner of this year’s Surface Travel
Awards in the category of large international
hotels. The 104-room Hotel PACAI was selected
out of seven short-listed hotels, and it was the
only one listed that is not located in a traditional
tourist destination or a metropolis. Nate Storey,
Features Director at Surface Media, highlighted
the impression the historical details and modern
design left upon the award jury.
“The jury was extraordinarily impressed by Hotel
Pacai’s immaculate balance of historical details
and contemporary additions,” said Storey. “It’s
a testament to the architect Saulius Mikstas and
interior designers Indre Barsauskaite and Greta
Valikone, and the unexpected location in Vilnius
made it a true discovery in every sense of the
word. The best part of the Surface Travel Awards,
now in its third year, is getting to reward the
amazing design work happening in all corners
of the world. Pacai is a great example of how a
special hotel can inspire us to visit a new place.”
(cont...)

Hotel PACAI in Vilnius
Named Winner in
Prestigious Surface
Travel Awards
The 17th-century mansion-turned-hotel located in Vilnius
Old Town was named the winner in the large international
hotels’ category of this year’s Surface Travel Awards. The
hotel was praised for being “a model for integrating historical
authenticity with contemporary design.”
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(cont...) Indeed, hotels created by world-famous
architects Zaha Hadid, Dayna Lee and Neri & Hu Design
were among the short-listed nominees, making this
recognition additionally impressing. Formerly the palace
of Lithuanian aristocrats by the name of Pacai, built in the
16th century, the hotel prides itself in preserving many
restored Baroque elements on its premises, including
the red-tile roof and vaulted stone ceilings. All rooms
are decorated in a palette of native Baltic grey, with
green marble bathrooms, exposed walls, cracked ancient
pilasters and restored frescoes from other centuries,
whenever possible.
Sleek modern furniture, marble benches, artwork by
a local Lithuanian painter and sophisticated lighting
mix well with centuries-old historic details that create
an unexpected feeling of elegant luxury and cultured
sophistication. The original palace, exploited by various
administrative governments in the past two centuries,
comes back for the new life, and aims to impress the
modern traveller who is curious, sophisticated and
appreciative of architecture, art, design and history.
Photos by Andrius Stepankevicius www.andstep.com
www.hotelpacai.com
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The Office
Group’s York
House Opens
In King’s Cross
Following
Redesign By
dMFK

including a retained sculpture
created by Geoffrey Clarke, a
pioneer of the period. The work
to open up York House and
create a welcoming entrance
at ground level comprised a
substantial five storey extension,
constructed using a timber frame
and angled lattice brickwork in
the same brick as the original
building.
In transforming the existing
façade, dMFK, together with
Webb Yates Engineers, have
created a decorative external
effect complemented by a soft
internal diffuse light, illuminating
the building as an eye-catching
beacon. (cont...)

York House, The Office Group
(TOG)’s latest flexible workspace,
is now open in King’s Cross on
Pentonville Road, following a
complete refurbishment and
extension undertaken by dMFK
Architects. York House is the
fourth building from TOG in the
King’s Cross area and its 38th
workspace open in the UK.
The reimagined workspace, set
across 70,000 sq ft over eight
storeys, transforms the former
1980’s office building into a
larger dynamic space for TOG’s
membership base, featuring best
in class amenities including a
state-of-the-art gym, café, library,
terraces and roof gardens with
panoramic views of the city.
In designing the interior
concept, dMFK cites influences
from the Golden Age of British
sculpture, furniture, and craft in
reference to the building’s roots
in the post-war British Art scene,
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(cont...) Upon entering York
House, TOG members and
visitors will be greeted by a
double height reception area
formed of raw finishes; the
original concrete structure,
new exposed timber frame and
brick façade. The reception
desk is formed as a solid mass
of blackened lacquered mild
steel that sits in contrast to
the intricate façade and feature
grid of lighting on the exposed
timber soffit above.

terraces provide al fresco spaces
for TOG’s nomadic members to
work from, including a rooftop
pavilion crafted from innovative
and sustainable materials such
as cross-laminated timber and
perforated folded aluminium. A
second roof terrace on the 7th
floor has been created, wrapped
in a parapet of plum-coloured
bricks in a stacked dog-tooth
pattern, offering sweeping views
across Canary Wharf, the City
and St. Pancras.

Internally the building has been
stripped back to its frame,
featuring a fit-out of dark
wood and terracotta tiles, with
deep red and green upholstery
inspired by the mid tones of
Robin Day.

The redesign of York House
has also taken a focus on
sustainability and energy
efficiency, awarded a BREEAM
‘Excellent’ certification,
with methods including the
installation of solar panels,
premium insulation and double
glazing taking the building’s
efficiency rating from G to A.

As with TOG’s other workspaces,
access to natural daylight
remains a priority with the
intention of creating a positive
and productive environment for
members. Wide glazed openings
created at ground and lower
floors in York House maximize
daylight across all of the office
and communal lounge spaces.
On the upper floors, a number
of private and communal
courtyards and stepped roof
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With a strong geographic spread
of workspaces and characterful
buildings across London, the
building’s members will benefit
from access to TOG’s entire
network of 38 open offices in
the UK. Photos ©Jack Hobhouse
for dMFK Architects
www.dmfk.co.uk
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Window of Opportunity for Natural Ventilation
A ‘window of opportunity’ has opened for natural ventilation with the
launch of a new chain drive from GEZE. The Slimchain 230 V is the
newest addition to GEZE’s Slimchain family of window opening drives
that are cost-effective and easy
to install. Its slim and discreet
look – just 25mm in height and
44mm depth - means that it can be
integrated perfectly into a façade
design and installed on a window
leaf or frame.
The Slimchain 230 V is extremely
adaptable. It can be fitted to
wooden, plastic or metal windows
and is suitable for inward and
outward opening, bottom, top and side-hung windows.
The Slimchain 230 V can also be used in a building management
system with the appropiate connections. Its slender proportions belie
its strength, with a holding force of 2000 N, it can open windows with
a leaf weight of up to 200 kg.
The Slimchain 230 V also offers drive stroke with variable adjustment
and can be configured in a left/right variant. The Slimchain 230 V is
available in anodised aluminium (EV1) or white (RAL 9016).
www.geze.co.uk

DOMUS VENTILATION LAUNCHES IN-LINE FILTER
FOR IMPROVED INDOOR AIR QUALITY
Domus Ventilation, part of the Polypipe group, has launched its first ever
in-line carbon filter range – NOX-FILT – designed to improve indoor air
quality by preventing harmful airborne contaminants, including up to
99.5% of nitrogen dioxide Pollution, from entering a home.
With new homes in the UK designed with energy efficiency in mind,
minimising air leakage has been a key priority. This has subsequently led
to the increasing popularity
of mechanical ventilation
systems to bring in air from
outside to replace stale indoor
air that can be hot, stuffy and
even damp.
However, in areas where the
external air is heavily polluted
- often from transport but
also from energy generation
and domestic and industrial
combustion - that air needs to be filtered as otherwise the air quality
remains poor indoors, if less stale and humid.
The NOX-FILT from Domus ventilation is a cost-effective means of
achieving this in new build properties. www.domusventilation.co.uk
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AICO PARTNERS WITH THE
ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTORS’
ASSOCIATION TO SUPPORT
APPRENTICES
Aico Ltd., the market leader in residential
Fire and Carbon Monoxide (CO) Alarms in the
UK, is pleased to announce its Apprentices
have commenced the Electrical Distributors’
Association
(EDA)
Product
Knowledge
Programme, starting with the Customer
Service module. At the end of this module the
Apprentices will understand ‘What constitutes
great customer service’, ‘Why getting it right
first time is critical’ and ‘How to speak with
more confidence to your customer’.
The EDA has invested in the development of a
brand new set of 12 distance-learning product
knowledge modules. Created for anyone
working in the electro-technical supply chain,
the modules are suitable for both new entrants
and anyone who wants to improve their product
skills.
Each module delivers professional training on
an electro-technical subject or product area,
with businesses free to choose the number and
combination of modules that best suits their
team. Aico is an affiliate member of the EDA and
Michael Wright, Product Development Manager
of Aico, has contributed to the content of the
‘Fire, Safety and Security Systems’ module
which Apprentices will be undertaking next.
They will also be studying the ‘Introduction to
the Principles of Electricity’ and ‘IT and Data
Infrastructure’. www.aico.co.uk

10 TIPS TO GIVE CUSTOMERS
A USEABLE, ACCESSIBLE TOILET
The potential
risk of flushing
£0000s down
the toilet
can now be
avoided for
venues wanting
to open their
doors to disabled
customers. Closomat, the country’s leading supplier
and installer of Changing Places assisted accessible
toilets, has produced a quick reference checklist to
help all involved in the design and provision of the
facilities get it right. The guide is available for free
download from the company’s website www.closomat.
co.uk, via the resources/ away from home tabs.
Changing Places toilets are an additional provision
over and above conventional wheelchair-accessible
toilets. Whilst currently a ‘desirable’ option, there may
soon be legislative changes making their provision
compulsory. www.closomat.co.uk

Bringing new meaning to
Smart Pump technology…
With the new Wilo Stratos-MAXO pump, designed and
introduced for use in large residential projects and
light commercial ones, Wilo has seen fit to define
‘smart’ to distinguish this incredible new pump from
anything that has gone before. The Wilo Stratos-MAXO
offers greater efficiency, connectivity and comfort than
ever before. It is the first pump which has an intuitive
user interface – that makes installation and operation
easier than ever before. The Wilo Stratos-MAXO also
redefines system efficiency. By featuring innovative
energy-saving functions and new control modes it
attains maximum system efficiency and the highest
level of compatibility with existing systems.
www.wilo.co.uk

15-year guarantee on new
Flamco expansion vessels
There’s an exciting new range of expansion vessels
available here in the UK courtesy of leading
manufacturer, Flamco. The Flexcon Premium range
benefits from a new and unique plastic membrane, and
offers raw materials and energy savings, whilst offering a
15-year guarantee. That’s more than double the previous
guarantee, when compared to the existing expansion
vessels available.
Flamco has succeeded in developing a unique plastic
membrane for expansion vessels of 2 to 80 litres.
This innovation makes expansion vessels much more
sustainable, in terms of environmental performance and
durability, while maintaining high quality. With Flexcon
Premium, Flamco achieves an important sustainability
aim. The manufacturer had an independent Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA) carried out to determine and limit
the environmental impact of its expansion vessels.
With a global market in this product segment, every
environmental saving achieved yields a large-scale result.
The LCA showed that despite the already good
environmental scores, significant environmental gains
and extra life span were possible. The new membrane is
much lighter, because it requires up to 50 per cent less
material. www.flamcogroup.com/uk-en
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Bradite’s Floor-it floors
the competition
Coating specialists Bradite will launch the
market’s fastest drying floor paint at this year’s
Painting and Decorating Show in November.
Floor-it is a new single pack product that is recoatable in just one hour. Formulated for use
in light to medium-traffic situations it is ideal
for factory walkways and general shopfloor
usage where speed of completion is a major
consideration.
The nearest competitor floor paints offer recoating times of between 4 and 8 hours. Floorit is a high-performance ambient crosslinking
water-based acrylic floor paint that has no
odour. It is suitable for use internally or

externally on appropriately prepared concrete,
wood, metal, or asphalt floors. It can also be
used on polyeurethane, epoxy and chlorinated
rubber coated floors.
The semi-gloss finish dries very hard with
strong adhesion. Applied by either spray, brush
or roller, it has a coverage, depending on the
porosity of the substrate, of up to 11 square
metres per litre. Floor-it is available in a full
range of Bradite Floor Paint colours; RAL, British
Standard and NCS.
And it can also be used with the company’s
Low Slip Additives LS29 or LS30 to provide
additional underfoot grip. Bradite One-Can,
launched in 2018, is a one-hour re-coatable allpurpose, water-based primer and finish product
offering strong adhesion, anti-corrosion and
stain blocking properties. www.bradite.com
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BS 5839-6:2019: All The Information You
Need, In Your Pocket, Courtesy Of Aico

Simple Orientation Mark Enhances
Classic Ancon Serrated Washer Design

With the recent changes to BS 5839-6:2019, Aico – the UK’s market
leader in domestic mains powered Fire and Carbon Monoxide
Alarms - has condensed the information into a pocket-sized
guide. British Standard
BS 5839- 6:2019 covers
specific recommendations
for fire alarm systems in
all domestic premises and
covers both new-build
and existing properties.
The standard contains a
large amount of detail on
all aspects relating to the
design and installation
of fire alarm systems,
including the type of alarm
to install and the areas of
the property to protect. Visit
www.aico.co.uk or email
marketing@aico.co.uk to
order your free pocket sized
guide.

Ancon has made a simple improvement to one of its smallest,
but most utilised, stainless steel building components to benefit
installers of its masonry support systems. An orientation guide,
in the form of two horizontal
square ridges, has been
incorporated into the design
of the classic serrated
washer that Ancon supplies
with its masonry support
brackets.
The square ridges, added
to the back of the washer,
correspond to the line of the
serrations on the opposite
side that faces away from the user during installation. The new
design makes it quicker and easier for installers to orientate the
serrated washer correctly. Users do not need to view the serrated
face before installing the washer and can quickly identify how
best to correct any rotation that may occur as the fixing bolt is
tightened. www.ancon.co.uk

SCHUECO JANSEN ANNOUNCE RANGE
OF UNLATCHED, NON-REBATED,
SINGLE-ACTING STEEL FIRE DOORS
A comprehensive range of unlatched, non-rebated,
single-acting fire doors is now available from
leading European steel specialist Schueco Jansen.
These systems offer a solution for every application,
including screens and partition walls. All the systems
have a sleek modern look with slender profiles and
slim sightlines and all deliver a level of performance
that is fully tested and approved.
A large glazed central area – a feature that is common
across all door types – maximises light transmission
and helps to make the new doors as attractive to

MAKE A STATEMENT WITH
PORTFOLIO DOORS
Doors have the ability to both start and
finish off the look of a room, so making your
door a design feature allows you to define
your space and reflect your intended interior
before even stepping over the threshold.
Made in Italy and manufactured in Britain,
Portfolio doors are changing the way we see
doors. With 4 collections; Contemporary,
Classic, Exotic and Natural, and with 20 door
designs to choose from, Portfolio doors
are natural veneers with an on-trend twist.
Whether your interior relies on neutrality
suited to the light grey horizontal or the
Scandinavian 2 stile or you are one to opt for
a more traditional yet impactful look available
from the Walnut or Oak vertical. Portfolio’s
engineered veneers allow for flexibility and
practicality. www.portfoliodoors.co.uk

look at as they are effective in use. The three systems
in the range are Economy 60 in 30-minute [E30] and
60-minute [E60] versions, Janisol 2 EI30 and Janisol
C4 EI60.
All offer Sa smoke protection and are fully assessed
to EN 1634 for both fire and smoke protection. The
Economy 60 door is a 60 mm deep system which
is available with either 30-minute or 60-minute
integrity-only protection against fire.
Flush single- and double-leaved doors, with optional
side and top lights, also make it ideal for internal
fire-rated partition walls.
Both the Janisol door systems are thermally broken
to ensure an excellent level of all-round insulation,
an important consideration when sustainability and
whole life costs are mandated as factors in the brief.
Please email mkinfobox@schueco.com
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New Schöck Thermal
Connection For
Reinforced Concrete
Walls

NEWS

The Alphadock is an innovative new addition to the Schöck
range of solutions for minimising thermal bridges in building
structures. It thermally insulates connections for reinforced
concrete walls and columns, providing optimum thermal
insulation and maximum load bearing capacity. Thermal
bridges in concrete wall and column connections cause
significant energy losses, making it difficult to achieve the
highest energy standards in new buildings. Additionally they
present a risk area for condensation and mould growth that
can cause structural damage and occupant health issues.
The Schöck Alphadock dramatically reduces the effect of
thermal bridges in those areas where previously the problem
was very difficult to combat. The first product installation in
the UK is at the landmark Keybridge residential development,
in the heart of London’s Vauxhall regeneration area. The
scheme combines elements of Manhattan architecture with
London’s prestigious mansion block style, offering 595 new
homes across six individual buildings. One of the buildings,
Keybridge Lofts, which stands at 37 storeys, is the UK’s
tallest residential brick tower; and there are exposed brickclad columns which span two floors and tie back into the
structure at the very top of the building.
The requirement was to provide a thermally broken base
fixing for the columns. Previously Schöck have offered a
hybrid solution involving the steel-to-steel modular Isokorb,
combined with a specially designed base plate. This formed
a thermally broken base fixing, which was cast into the
slab and to which a further Isokorb product was attached.
Allowing a steel column to be installed, which was then
clad in brickwork. The top of the column being retained and
tied-in using standard Isokorb elements to provide a fully
thermally broken solution.
The method was effective, but not the most efficient in
terms of time and cost. Now with the Schöck Alphadock,
installation is easy. It is an important new solution as linear
thermal bridges at reinforced concrete walls and columns
are often neglected – and the resulting energy loss simply
compensated for in the thermal calculations.
www.schoeck.co.uk
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Rinnai Announces
Launch Of The Trust
Partnership With
Installer Network

Rinnai, a global leader in heating and hot water units &
systems for both commercial and residential sites, has
announced the launch of the Trust Partnership with the
formation of an installer network specifically for its domestic
product range, the Zen & Zen Plus.
The installer domestic partnership network will be offered
to all bona fide, Gas Safe registered, installers of residential
heating and hot water units and systems. The launch is
complementary to the recent introduction of the Rinnai Zen
and Zen Plus domestic heating hot water system. “This is our
response to the advent of online direct sales platforms and
companies where the installer is working to a rigid formula
and facing downward price pressures on their rates. All sites
and installations are unique in their own way and we want
to create a domestic installer network - a Trust Partnership where quality and price are the criteria. Not just price being
the first, last and everything about a job.
“In the Zen and Zen Plus we have a quality concept backed
by high performance products and we want to work with
those installers who aim to work at the mid to top end of
the market, rather than scramble around the price-driven
lower ends of the industry,” says Rinnai Managing Director,
Tony Gittings. The Rinnai Trust Partnership will include
comprehensive training and real-time instant-response
technical support. “We will also be initiating a complete
programme of benefits - including liveried work clothing,
suitable for all the seasons, plus individualised marketing and
business support,” adds Tony Gittings.
Rinnai, global leaders in continuous flow hot water heating
products and systems, recently introduced the Zen and
Zen Plus home hot water & heating system which marries
established and proven manufacture durability with new
technologies to offer great energy efficiencies, user control
and, importantly, unparalleled level of comfort. The Rinnai Zen
and Zen Plus system will increase comfort and reduce energy
usage whilst also providing a highly economic solution for
today’s changing marketplace.
www.rinnaiuk.com
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Acoustic specification made easy
by Floorscan
Specifying the correct system to satisfy your acoustic
requirements in residential building projects is
easier than ever with the launch of Floorscan
Acoustics’ new online Product Specifier tool. For
residential, domestic properties – whether new
build, conversion, timber or concrete construction
– Floorscan’s simple tool will guide you to correct
acoustic specification.
Floorscan has introduced Floorscan Regulation
Details (FRD). This is a catalogue of their tried
and tested systems which achieve and exceed the
requirements of Part E of the Building Regulations.
The system Specifier takes the user through
just a few stages to arrive at the correct system

NEWS

LANES LAUNCH 'UNBLOCKTOBER' INITIATIVE
In October 2019, Lanes Group launched Unblocktober, it's new
public awareness campaign dedicated to protecting the UK’s
sewers and waterways from blockages and plastic pollution.
With a rainy summer leading to flooding in many parts of the
UK, the persistence of manmade blockages across Britain’s
waterways has exacerbated the issue, creating overflows of
plastic-clogged
water in many
areas. These
incidents
provide a timely
reminder of just
how important
campaigns like
Unblocktober are.
The unique
month-long
challenge
encouraged British
homeowners and
businesses alike
to make small changes to their waste disposal habits, as part of
the fight against fatbergs and plastic pollution.
www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

CCL Wetrooms launch New Tilesure
Waterproof & Decoupling Membrane
recommendations. After selecting the type of
application – either a wall or floor/ceiling application
– there are three or four simple questions to answer,
such as whether it is a new build or conversion
project, and a few simple details about your project,
before your system options appear. Each FRD system
page contains a back catalogue of accredited site
test data with ability for you or client to download at
the click of a button.
The system page also contains a bespoke
calculations tool for that particular system, where
your project dimensions can be simply entered to
produce a comprehensive quotation for all products
required for a bill of quantities, a tender or to order
your products there and then. Simply download
your quotation or add to cart and complete your
purchase. Floorscan provides soundproofing
materials for residential and domestic applications.
Their solutions for floors, walls and ceilings meets
the requirements of Approved Document E of the
Building Regulations, Robust Detail and BB93, with
its fully qualified team able to advise on any of
these specific areas. www.floorscan.co.uk
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Whilst the evolution of the wetroom industry continues without
abatement, the fundamental key to a successful wetroom
remains the same
– an effective
waterproofing
strategy. The
growth in smarter,
greener technologies
that have a lower
impact on the
environmental
footprint can now
offer alternative
waterproofing solutions to housebuilders.
In response to this, CCL Wetrooms, the UK’s leading wetroom
specialist, have launched Tilesure, a new Butyl Waterproofing and
Decoupling Membrane, suitable for waterproofing wetroom floors
on timber and solid floors.
Tilesure is an evolution of the market leading RIW Tilesafe
bitumen-based membrane, which has been developed to provide
a comprehensive wetroom tanking solution whilst embracing
cleaner, more environmental and sustainable development
practices. The new Tilesure membrane has superior decoupling
properties of up to 12mm.
www.ccl-wetrooms.co.uk/waterproofing

IBSTOCK HELPS RESTORE ICONIC
STOKE-ON-TRENT SKYLINE
Leading brick manufacturer Ibstock has teamed up with property
experts The Dog and Bone Group to help recreate the iconic
Stoke-on-Trent landscape and rebuild 25 bottle kilns. Huge
brick-built bottle ovens and kilns were once the dominant feature
of The Potteries. In their heyday, around 4,000 bottle kilns
lined Stoke’s
skyline. Today,
however, only
47 remain,
preserved
as listed
buildings.
Ibstock worked
in partnership
with the Dog
and Bone
Group to
look at the
designs of
the bottle kilns, developing a unique blend of bricks that would
fit effortlessly in to the city’s skyline and industrial background,
creating the standout that the bottle kilns deserve.
www.ibstockbrick.co.uk

Happy 20th Anniversary
JS Air Curtains
Having been founded in 1999, JS Air Curtains is
celebrating two decades of preventing doorway
draughts across the UK. The West Sussex based air
curtain specialist is still located at its original head
office in Rustington, but has grown from having
around 90 units in its catalogue to offering over
450 air curtains.
Commenting on the anniversary, JS Air Curtains’ UK
sales manager, Kerry Jones, said, “The Company’s
successful growth over the last 20 years has
largely been due to offering a comprehensive
range of air curtain styles, supported by friendly
expert advice at very competitive prices.”

RINNAI STRENGTHENS TECHNICAL SERVICE
TEAM WITH NEW LONDON-BASED
APPLICATIONS ENGINEER
Rinnai, a UK leader in the manufacture and supply of continuous
flow hot water heating units and delivery systems for both
residential and commercial sites, has strengthened its Technical
Service dept with the appointment
of Danny Madagwa to the post
of Applications Engineer. Danny
will be based at the company’s
London office but will be liaising
with customers on a nationwide
basis.
He holds a MEng, a masters’
degree in engineering.
Says Rinnai Operations head
Chris Goggin, “We are delighted
to have Danny join us and he
will be dealing directly with
installers, contractors and endusers. The provision of technical
service excellence is a key factor
in the market switching to the
continuous flow mode of hot
water delivery, as opposed to
the old, conventional methods
which are more costly and far less
efficient.” www.rinnaiuk.com

Kerry continues, “We are extremely proud of this
milestone in our history and are really appreciative
of the tremendous dedication and enthusiasm
of the employees who have helped us on our
journey. We would also like to thank all the
amazing customers who have trusted us over
the years to design and supply their air curtain
systems.”
Major milestones for JS Air Curtains across the
last two decades include being the founding
organisation of the Air Curtains Group at the
Federation of Environmental Trade Associations
(FETA), helping design solutions for some of the
UK’s most prestigious buildings, like the Royal
Albert Hall and the V&A Museum, and being
acquired by the Condair Group in 2011.
www.jsaircurtains.com
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Childcare Institutions
With Sound Design
The design of spaces for children is
intriguing because of the permanent
influence it can have on them. A new
online theme by Danish acoustic panel
manufacturer Troldtekt explores through
articles and expert interviews how good
acoustics plays its part when designing
these areas.
Of course, other factors such as colour,
shapes, robustness and finish also have
an impact but so does sound. Children
are noisy and active and the rooms
they inhabit are typically large. Careful
design considerations are particularly
important because a child’s environment
moulds their perspectives for the future
and the development of the mind and
body. Studies such as Bronzaft and
McCarthy (1975) have shown the effect
noise has on wellbeing and learning -

this is the reason why the products of
specialist manufacturers like Troldtekt
are specified to solve the problems
of noise and reverberated sounds.
If acoustic absorption is ineffective,
discomfort and irritation will result from
the reverberations. If it is designed well,
the participant’s interest will increase,
as many case studies for new and
transformed buildings prove.
The Danish education psychologist Mille
Sylvest comments, “It’s very important
to be aware of noise when designing
facilities. Noise affects stress levels for
both children and staff because nobody
can endure spending long periods of
time in a noisy environment. Lower
energy levels, more sick leave and poorer
learning outcomes are the direct results of
noise.” www.troldtekt.co.uk

Salice Pocket Doors
Power Ahead
In keeping with its policy of continuous product
improvement, Salice has introduced an updated version
of its industry–standard pocket door system. Designated
Exedra, the new version incorporates a linear magnetic
damper that gently controls the movement of the door
as it moves smoothly and silently into and out of its
recess.
In addition, a Smove piston cushions the door as it
closes onto the cabinet. Walter Gosling, Branch Director
for Salice UK Ltd commented, “All our pocket door
systems are now supplied in the Exedra version and
like the previous systems, are made to measure and
fully assembled ready for installation. Their customer
friendly features have seen a healthy month-by-month
increase in sales in 2019”. www.saliceuk.co.uk
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Safe Environment
Supported with Yeoman
Shield Anti-Ligature
Handrail System
Yeoman Shield Anti-Ligature handrail system is being utilised in a
dementia unit in South Wales. Ysbyty George Thomas, as part of
Cwm Taf Health board’s Valley Life Initiative, has recently undergone
a refurbishment to become a health and wellbeing centre for people
with cognitive and memory problems. Throughout the design
process of the new Dementia Unit, comfort and functionality for
clients who would be accessing the area was paramount. Not only
were aesthetics taken into consideration with a stunning welsh
valleys mural wallpaper installed in between bright colourful “front
doors” but safety aspects were of a prime concern.
For safeguarding measures Yeoman Shield’s Anti-Ligature Guardian
Handrail was chosen, as both a supportive and wall protection rail
system, along the main corridor of Ysbyty George Thomas as well
as through the Dementia Unit. This Anti-Ligature handrail has a
continuous fixing block which runs the full length of the back of the
rail eliminating any points that can easily have a length of material
or cord wound around it, preventing the possibility of harm to
patients. To ensure that the terminating ends of the handrail are not
used in a similar way, a tightly fitted wall return is added to enclose
the ends allowing no gaps between the wall and rail.
Supplied in a dark grey colour to contrast with the light wall colour
scheme, the Guardian Handrail dovetailed perfectly into the wall
paper design by resembling the top of the depicted drystone
walling. “We are exceptionally pleased with the new Dementia Unit
and the look, quality and functionality of the Yeoman Shield AntiLigature Guardian Handrail” commented Jeanne Smith, Directorate
Support Manager, Mental Health, Cwm Taf University Health Board.
For more information go to www.yeomanshield.com
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INGENIOUS FLEXIBLE
SPACE DESIGN
FROM STYLE
Drawing on over 20 years of
experience installing operable walls,
Style was recently challenged to come
up with a solution to divide a large
meeting area, despite there being no
suitable structure in the ceiling to
utilise as a fixing point.
After some lateral thinking and close
communication with the client, a nonstructural timber frame was created for
support, with the weight of the folding
wall being transferred to the ground
via a surface mounted floor track. A
Stylefold 120 folding wall system was
chosen as the only operable wall that
could realistically accommodate the
room structure.
The client for this project was the international company, CEMAR, which offers a state-of-the-art, cloudbased administration support and contract administration product to companies in the construction
sector. As part of a substantial refurbishment project of the Gloucestershire offices, CEMAR wanted to
incorporate space flexibility to the existing open-plan meeting area. This would allow the expansive
space to be quickly divided into two separate meeting rooms, or opened up for larger gatherings,
presentations and as a general break out space. www.style-partitions.co.uk

Chubb choose Benif Interior Film to ensure a perfect finish
Chubb is the largest publicly traded property insurance and casualty insurer in the world. As part of a recent
refurbishment project at their London headquarters, Chubb selected Benif Interior Film exclusively supplied by leading
surface material distributor David Clouting, as the preferred material to help transform a large number of flush office
doors, architraves, splash backs and washroom paneling which had become dated.
Specialist contractors WRAPT used a Benif Interior Film modern oak
finish to carry out the work over seven floors of the building which is
set in the heart of the financial district. Manufactured by LG Hausys,
Benif is a self-adhesive, architectural film that can be quickly and
easily applied to almost any interior surface. The results of the Chubb
office refurbishment were not only visually pleasing but also extremely
cost effective and practical thanks to the Benif’s low maintenance
requirements, longevity of performance and importantly, none of the
existing doors, splashbacks and paneling had to be scrapped.
With over 400 Benif designs and finishes to choose from, walls, doors,
paneling, skirting and architrave can be quickly transformed without
the need for costly replacements. Benif Interior Film has CE and IMO
Certification. www.davidclouting.co.uk

DRU Maestro 75XTU Eco Wave gas fire

INSPIRATION, APPLICATION, SOLUTION!
DRU gas fires are among the most
advanced heating appliances
in Europe, with a choice of over
50 models. There are many inspiring
designs, including 2, 3-sided, seethrough and freestanding fires.

Complete freedom of installation
They require no chimney, and with
the addition of the patented DRU
PowerVent® extended flue system,
they can be installed in the most
unlikely locations.

Tablet or smartphone controls
You can select your preferred flame
picture, heat output and much more
using the exclusive DRU Eco Wave
app for tablets and smartphones.
It all adds up to the UK’s most
complete gas fire solution.

DRU is an approved CPD provider to
architects and DRU fires have many design
features that make them ideal for inclusion
in architect-led projects.

Drugasar Ltd. • T: 0161 793 8700 • E: info@drufire.co.uk • www.drufire.com
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Armourcoat Acoustic Flies High
At New Istanbul Airport
Armourcoat’s acoustic plaster system has been specified by UK architects Softroom for the new $12 billion
Istanbul Airport in Turkey. The facility will eventually fly 200 million passengers a year when complete in 2028,
making it the world’s biggest airport. The stunning interior design for the Turkish Airlines lounges is the result of
an international competition won by Softroom. The brief called for 19,000m2 of lounges that embody the national
carrier’s new brand philosophy
of ‘flow’ within the airport
environment.
The lounge design forms a
passenger journey that effortlessly
weaves the spaces, which include
drop-off, check-in and departure
areas, of the lounges together. To
aid the sound quality within the
lounges, the Armourcoat Acoustic
plaster system creates a seamless
ceiling finish with a class ‘A’ Noise
Reduction Coefficient rating.
Its clean and smooth mineral
surface adding to the overall
design. In addition, the Armourcoat
Acoustic system was installed as
large island panels within the
55,000m2 Duty Free area
operated by Unifree Duty
Free in partnership with
Gebr Heinemann. The
area takes inspiration
from the Bosphorus
Strait in Turkey,
with seven sections
each selling brands
related to its theme,
including Emporio
Armani, Louis Vuitton,
Christian Dior and Bulgari.
Designed to optimise the acoustics of interior spaces, the acoustic plaster system comprises a special
mineral wool composite panel that is bonded onto the substrate and finished with a seamless layer. It
offers an elegant marble-based plaster finish while allowing sound energy to pass through the surface. The
Armourcoat system, which consists of 80% recycled material, has zero VOCs and achieves class ‘O’ fire rating.
The system has also been granted the Quiet Mark Award - the international mark of approval from the Noise
Abatement Society Charitable Foundation. www.armourcoat.com
s Yeltekin
Photography: © Büçra
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International surfaces company COMPAC, has added
three new inspirational designs to their renowned
Unique Collection – an elegant range of quartz
work surfaces whose exclusive designs have been
inspired by the textures, beauty and durability of
nature’s rivers, forests, lakes and mountains. Unique
Bianco ™ has strength, movement and texture.
A worksurface with its own unique personality,
featuring a complex yet natural vein design
reminiscent of gossamer thin leaves found on the
forest floor. Unique Carrara™ a surface able to
move you and is unique in every respect. Combining
style and originality with a subtle meandering vein
design that will illuminate any space in the home or
workplace.
Unique Pietra™ is as mysterious as it is
inspirational; its intense almost volcanic background
will awaken your senses, a unique worksurface
featuring a combination of defined and wispy
strands of cloud running across its surface. Available
in a polished finish* that intensifies surface colours,
a glacé finish providing a smooth soft sensation
to the touch, or a new state-of-the-art crépe finish
which combines a fine roughness with a unique
delicateness to provide a pure, flawless, non- glare
finish, these three new worksurfaces will transform
spaces in the home or workplace into something
quite extraordinary.
COMPAC’s Unique Collection, benefits from the
company’s innovative engineering skills which
ensures a virtually zero porosity surface which is
easy to clean and maintain and will continue to
perform and retain its elegance and beauty for a
lifetime of use.
http://en.compac.es/coleccion-unique/

Unique Pietra ™

Compac Adds Three More
Inspirational Designs To Their
Unique Quartz Worksurface Collection
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Award Winning Acoustics
With Elegant Design
Troldtekt, one of Europe’s largest innovators and manufacturers of wood wool panelling
has won an ICONIC Award 2019 for its exciting new ‘design solutions’ range. Danish
manufactured Troldtekt panels are commonly specified throughout the UK and Europe
to improve the interior acoustic environment. The new Collection has proved so
popular it won the ‘Innovative Architecture’ Award at this year’s distinguished German
Iconic Awards. Presented by the German Design Council, the Awards celebrate visionary
architecture and innovative, sustainable products.
Designed by in-house architect Michael Christensen, the nine new Troldtekt design
solutions have two primary features in common: Firstly, they are mass-produced and
therefore competitively priced. Secondly, they give architects great flexibility and are
designed to give ceiling and wall surfaces a seamless look. Each solution is intended to
form a complete acoustic surface, whether large or small.
The range includes Troldtekt® line with perfectly symmetrical vertical lines, Troldtekt®
tilt line with asymmetrical grooves, Troldtekt® curves, Troldtekt® tiles, Troldtekt®
puzzle, 3-dimensional Troldtekt® rhomb and Troldtekt® dots. Troldtekt® dots is a
fascinating design comprising 66 round indentations of varying size, adding a dynamic
pattern of circular elements to the entire ceiling or wall surface. Each features its own
distinctive pattern and a unique style which, when coupled with colours, offers specifiers
huge amounts of flexibility to realise their most creative projects at a competitive cost.
www.troldtekt.co.uk.
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Salice Series B Hinges
Offers New Features
SALICE are renowned for designing and
manufacturing furniture systems for kitchens,
bathrooms and bedrooms where technological
innovation is paired with functionality and design.
Constantly striving to enhance their range, their
Series B hinges now offer new technological
features for even greater levels of performance.
An integrated silicone-oil damper delivers a soft
and gradual closing action for doors of all sizes in
any application.
This hinge is also available with the Push selfopening system for handle-less doors. A slight
pressure is sufficient for the door to self-open.
Both versions are equipped with a new fixing

system that allows them to be fitted to doors
with a minimum thickness of 8 mm. The extremely
reduced thickness enables the use of the doors
in denser and special materials, such as ceramic,
cement and quartz composite as well as HPL, HDF
and MDF.
Also available in the futuristic Titanium finish,
the Series B hinges are fully adjustable in three
directions and are compatible with all Salice
mounting plates. www.saliceuk.co.uk
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Unidrain Is An Integral
Design Element Of The
Spa Of The Year Marienlyst Strandhotel

In 2018 the doors opened to the
1,600 square foot, luxurious beach
spa in the 150 year old Marienlyst
Strandhotel. This lavish spa has
recently gained recognition for
its luxury facilities winning a
Danish Beauty Award in the ‘Spa
of the Year’ category. Located
on the edge of the Sound and
overlooking Helsingborg, the spa
was designed specifically to bring
guests closer to nature, with both
indoor and outdoor facilities.
“The design goal of the spa is
to blend both the indoor and
outdoor experience for the guests.
As we are dealing with a spa, wet
room installations such as drains
play a key role in the overall
appearance”, says Jan Mortensen,
owner of Heating Business, who
was employed by Marienlyst
Strandhotel to cover the technical
aspects of the development.
Specific materials for a unique
spa - he explains that the spa’s
natural surroundings have played
a crucial role in the choice of
materials for both drains and
fixtures; this has resulted in an
elegant combination of warm
shades and tones. (cont...)
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Line drainage in both spa and hotel- it is not only in the
spa that the hotel has selected to feature Unidrain’s line
drain. The hotel has recently undergone a programme of
renovations; as part of this the rooms which have been
renovated also feature ClassicLine column drains.
“The Marienlyst Strandhotel and its spa are the epitome
of luxury and wellness and we are delighted they have
chosen Unidrain products as part of the experience.
In addition to the aesthetics, the functional aspect is
resolved as the line drains are easy to maintain and
in terms of both safety and prevention of damage to
the wet room, Unidrain is an obvious choice for busy
hotels” said Dennis Bagge, Architectural adviser for
Unidrain.
HighLine Colour - Unidrain’s
HighLine Collection has received
a number of design awards
including the prestigious
Red Dot Award for design.
What makes the HighLine so
innovative is that the traditional
grating has been replaced by a
panel.
(cont...) “We are building a beach
spa, not a traditional spa and
this is reflected in our choice of
drains and fixtures. We have tried
to reflect the surrounding beach
and coastline, and area where
the sunlight reflects on the water.
Because of this reflective aspect
we deliberately selected Unidrain’s
line drain in brass for the spa
entrance and changing rooms;
the guests expect the best quality
and the exclusive line drains help
give the spa its luxurious look.”
explains Jan Mortensen.
“We have received a really
good response from the guests.
They are enthusiastic about the
aesthetics and choice of materials
and think it contributes to an
exclusive aura. There is no doubt
this feedback is important to
us, as it is precisely Marienlyst
Strandhotel’s goal to provide an
exclusive wellness experience for
the guests at all times.”
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There are four different versions
of the HighLine which include:
Panel available in brushed
stainless steel or frosted glass;
Customised - which can be
matched to floor tiles; Cassette
– with edges on all sides this
allows the drain to be used with
any material and is especially
suited for terrazzo floor and
the most recent addition to the
HighLine Collection - HighLine
Colour.
HighLine Colour is created in
PVD-treated brushed stainless
steel, brass, copper, black and
hand polished stainless steel with a high gloss finish.
The design aesthetic of the colour panel is further
enhanced by the matching stainless steel frame. Each
frame is 10mm high with a 4mm solid top to ensure a
snug fit inside the drain unit. www.unidrain.com
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The convenience of gas - Today’s gas fires generate a
flame picture that is the equal of a real burning wood fire
and are more energy efficient. The Global by DRU range
is available in a selection of sizes with conventional and
balanced flue versions.

How To Transform Your
Fireplace This Autumn
By Niall Deiraniya - General Manager, DRU Fires UK
Consumers are looking for ways to transform their
existing fireplaces. And if they live in homes where there
is no chimney, they are seeking solutions to create new
fireplaces. The passion for wood - Recently, wood has
been the most popular choice for anyone installing a new
fire or stove. It is a sustainable fuel and looks beautiful
when it is burning.
A good example is the Dik Geurts Ivar, one of a series of
compact stoves that will fit into an inglenook chimney or
stand alone in many locations. The Dik Geurts Modivar
has a choice of log storage compartments and plinths to
suit different styles of living space.
If you would prefer to install a wood fire, there are many
models. The Dik Geurts Instyle/Prostyle series includes
fires from 55 cms to 1 metre wide. The Spartherm range
has single, 2-sided, 3-sided and tunnel versions. They
also include electronic vertically sliding glass windows.
38

They also include the Global cavity wall gas fire, which
fits inside the wall cavity.
The inspiration of design - The DRU Maestro range
includes 2-sided, 3-sided and tunnel fires. They have a
Dynamic Flame Burner, which creates high and dense
flames. The Maestro 60 is a gas fire with a unique
‘Summerlighting’ feature. You can switch it from gas to
electric mode in the spring and summer.
Bioethanol - the green solution - An alternative fuel is
bioethanol, an odourless, colourless liquid derived from
renewable plants. Bioethanol fires include built-in, tabletop and freestanding models. The new Ebios Passo E
bioethanol stove was recently voted Best Fireplace Suite
(other fuels) at the Hearth & Home awards.
So, when transforming your fireplace this autumn do you
convert the existing chimney or opt for a freestanding
model? If you’re going to burn wood, how will you store
it? If gas is your preferred option, do you want a classic
fireplace or a contemporary model? And finally, should
you consider bioethanol? Whatever your conclusion, you
can create the fireplace of your dreams this autumn.
www.drufire.com
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Howe Green Supplies Floor
Access Covers For Inspirational
University Building
Howe Green supplied over fifty aluminium
floor access covers for the award winning
Collaborative Teaching Laboratory (CTL) at
the University of Birmingham’s Edgbaston
Campus.
The CTL is part of a £40 million plus
investment by the university into Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM) subjects. Howe Green 5000 Series
Light Duty Aluminium and 7500 Series
Medium Duty Aluminium Floor Access Covers
were supplied to main contractor Morgan
Sindall and were specified by Sheppard
Ross.
The covers were installed by the team from
Morgan Sindall and infilled with ceramic

floor tiles. In addition to ceramic tiles the
5000 Series and 7500 Series can be used
with marble, terrazzo, concrete, resin, wood
or parquet flooring.
The 5000 Series is suitable for use in
areas with pedestrian traffic and the load
performance of the 7500 Series is for cars
and light delivery vehicles up to 5 tonnes
pneumatic tyre load. The access covers
can be removed, safely and easily, for
maintenance purposes with the use of lifting
keys or Howe Green Access Cover Skates.
The access covers fit perfectly flush with
their surround to avoid the risk of hazard
from slips or trips.
www.howegreen.com

Corian® Basins
And Troughs In
The Exclusive
Primo Range
From CDUK
Wash basins, sinks and troughs made from
Corian® Solid Surface have long proved to be
the perfect resource for bathroom, cloakroom
and kitchen design, whether in the residential
or the commercial sector.
Now CDUK, the exclusive distributor of Corian® in the UK and Ireland,
has put together a specially ‘curated’ selection of sink and basin
solutions to create the dynamic, specifier-friendly Primo offering.
Encompassing an inspiring range of possibilities from the most
versatile shapes to specialist and signature options, plus a bespoke
offering, Primo means that projects of any nature, even in the most
demanding environments, can optimise all the renowned benefits of
Corian®.
Designed to create a comprehensive collection, whether the need is
for straightforward, seamless integration of a standard bowl into a
vanity top, or for the kind of undermount, top mount or trough-style
designs that are ideal for particular environments, the Primo range
makes it easy to specify precisely the solution required.
www.cdukltd.co.uk
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Bespoke Addition For
A Building With ‘Edge’

DOORS, WINDOWS & GLAZING

An office and retail development in central
London gave GEZE UK some big ideas for a
bespoke entrance solution. Four Kingdom
Street is the first of two office buildings to
be completed at British Land’s canal-side
Paddington Central development. The nine-storey
re-designed building comprises of more than
145,000 ft of space near to Paddington railway
station.
With communal roof terraces on all floors, a roof
garden with views over Little Venice and sporting
facilities, including the highest basketball court
in London, it needed a proud entrance to
complete an imposing aspect. A tailor-made
solution was devised with Focchi S.p.A., a
leading company in the curtain walling sector,
which was commissioned to execute an industrial
aesthetic with city chic, created by architects
Allies and Morrison.
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GEZE UK worked with its German
parent company to adapt its
TSA 325 NT manual revolving
doors to produce two, threeleafed, glass-topped entrances
with extra height – the doors
are 3.5m high compared to the
standard 3m. The doors have
positioning drives which mean
that after someone has walked
through them, they continue to
rotate until parked with the leaf
wings close to the edges of the
openings.
The parking mechanism is driven
by a motor installed beneath the
floor. The doors were installed
within the line of the building
to provide a flush frontage
under the overhang of the first
floor. Inside, the leaves of the
revolving doors are powder
coated to match the façade
and echo the engineering/
transportation elements of the
design concept – a subtle nod
to the heritage of the site - a
former railway goods yard.
Between the revolving doors is
a pass door powered by GEZE’s
Powerturn swing door operator.
This aesthetic was applied
inside and out: each elevation
features vertical and horizontal
aluminium fins of many shapes
and sizes which lend a bold
aspect to Four Kingdom Street.

It incorporates a structural
steel frame and rougher,
industrial materials, not usually
incorporated into commercial
offices, which contribute to its
personality. Focchi describe it as
“an office building with a bit of
an edge”.
Said Andy
Howland,
director of sales
and marketing
for GEZE UK:
“Four Kingdom
Street presented
us with an
exacting and
challenging brief
which required
us to be
adaptable to meet those needs.
We liaised with our parent
company in Leonberg to ensure
that we could meet the desired
spec without compromising the
integrity of the products and in
doing so were able to deliver a
bespoke configuration for this
special project.”
For more information about
GEZE UK’s comprehensive range
of automatic and manual door
closers call 01543 443000 or
visit www.geze.co.uk
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“This is your captain speaking”
– can you hear me?
Located at the end of Stansted Airport runway
is a new College which opened in September
2018. A link was developed with Manchester
Airport Group to secure the acre of land and
get their buy-in for the proposed college.
Stansted Airport College is the first on-site
education facility of its kind at any major
UK airport, designed by Pascall+Watson and
constructed by Willmott Dixon. Courses are
available for students, who are pursuing a
career in the aviation and related industries.
Acoustic consultant Cole Jarman Associates was employed to make recommendations, to create a quiet and amenable learning
environment. Selectaglaze was approached to help provide a resolution with secondary glazing.
Acoustic tests have shown that Selectaglaze secondary glazing can provide a 45dB reduction if set 200mm from a single glazed
primary window with 6mm glass. Based on this, if used in combination with high-performance primary windows, then the dB
rating requirements would be met. Selectaglaze installed 32 units with their Series 10 - 2 and 3 pane horizontal sliders and a
Series 41 casement door.
All were installed with a cavity of 200mm and tightly sealed. Not only have the staff and students already seen the massive
acoustic benefit of the secondary glazing, but they should also gain from thermal insulation it provides and the added security.
Established in 1966 and Royal Warrant Holder since 2004, Selectaglaze works on most building types, from new build to Grade
I Listed buildings. For further information, please contact Selectaglaze on 01727 837271/e mail: enquiries@selectaglaze.co.uk or
visit: www.selectaglaze.co.uk

Façade & Glazing Solutions
transforms 18th Century
glassworks
The former site of an eighteenth-century glassworks
in Bristol has been transformed into an elegant eightstorey riverside office building featuring shimmering
glass facades and frameless glass balustrades installed
by Façade & Glazing Solutions. Contemporary artist
Terry Haggerty also created a seven-storey glass art
installation on the eastern elevation of 3 Glass Wharf
facing the railway line approaching Bristol Temple
Meads.
The art installation was also installed by Façade &
Glazing Solutions. The main area of the elevation
from levels 2-7 features solar control glazing and has
an appearance of “Ribbon” windows with bands of
rainscreen between, achieved by fully wrapping the
façade with a Wicona Wictec 50 curtain walling system
to provide the support for both the bands of glazing
and rainscreen. https://fgs-uk.co.uk/
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Ahead Of The Curve Garage Design
A stunning ‘roundhouse’, built as part
of a project to renovate and extend a
Grade II listed property, provides a new
perspective on the design, purpose
and visual appeal of garages which are
so typical of Britain’s homes. The large
private family home in Surrey, originally
designed and built between 1930
and 1963 by eminent exponent of the
vernacular tradition and Arts & Crafts
in architecture Harold Falkner, has
been enhanced by renowned architects
Stedman Blower.

use of materials that related to the
existing house – notably timber and
clay tiles – but the ambition was both
complement and contrast with the
older structure. By adopting a curved
shape to the garage, which effectively
created a roundhouse, the architects
created a building with reduced visual
impacts, as the removal of the corners
narrows the building’s appearance. This
challenging design was delivered to a
high standard with the help of Rundum
Meir at the earliest design stage.

The project encompassed internal
alterations, restoration of a five
metre high bay window to the main
house and the creation of a four bay
garage. The garage’s purpose, usage
and desired appearance meant fusing
traditional design with contemporary
solutions, and it was Rundum Meir
tailor-made garage doors that held
the key to delivering on the architects’
vision. With the brief to create a fourbay garage to replace an existing
single garage, Stedman Blower’s
design sought to replicate a traditional
coach house in order to fit with the
Surrey vernacular. It required the

The curved oak Rundum Meir doors
specified are typical of the aesthetic
and technical excellence that underpins
every door designed and produced. On
this project, the doors were solid oak
Rundum Original top hung automated
garage doors. The two semi-circles or
curved openings at each end of the
garage is 10m long, totalling 20 metres
of garage doors, divided into four
automated bi- parting 5m doors.
A particular challenge was ensuring
that the doors look a continuous part
of the external cladding.
www.rundumgaragedoors.co.uk
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Hospital Installs Yeoman Shield
to Help Maintain Fire Doors

Industrial legacy retained
and renewed with Crittall
An industrial building that was a hub of printing, graphic
arts, photography and the music industry during its
illustrious 90-year history has undergone a 21st century
transformation with Crittall Windows ensuring that it
retains its traditional aesthetic. Herbal House, close by
the City of London in Farringdon, was built in 1928 as
the print works for the Daily Mirror. A defining
feature of the then six-storey building was
its horizontal bands of Crittall steel
windows providing extensive daylight
for the work carried on in the
interior.
The London School of Printing
and Graphic Arts occupied upper
floors from 1949 and, when
the Mirror relocated in 1960,
the vacated space was occupied
by a mix of tenants, including
photographers, art students and film
producers. Leading actors and musicians
were among its regular clientele and a clutch of
80’s iconic music videos were shot there. In 2016 owners
Allied London appointed architects Buckley Gray Yeoman
to mastermind the refurbishment to create workspace
that would meet the demands of digital, design and
creative businesses of the future.

Stockport NHS Trust runs both community NHS services and
Stepping Hill Hospital, which serves people across the areas of
Stockport and the High Peak. With the responsibility of the safety
and comfort of so many patients and staff, it is important that the
trust maintain a high-quality standard within the built environment.
When fire doors in the ground floor
corridor of the hospital were identified
as having minor damage to edges
and panels, the trust engaged with
Yeoman Shield to provide a solution
to stop the damage from becoming
a major concern. Left unchecked this
type of impairment can lead to the
non-conformity and malfunction of a
fire door. Yeoman Shield supplied and
installed fire rated FD30 Door Edge
Protectors to the leading and hinged edges of double swing door
sets along the corridor.
Door faces were fitted with Yeoman Shield 2mm thick FalmouthEx
protection panels, to guard against
impact damage mainly caused
by the movement of wheeled
and motorised trolleys. Now that
the hospital’s fire doors have
Yeoman Shield protection fitted,
the life cycle of the doors will be
extended, avoiding the costly task
of replacing them. Yeoman Shield
door protection products have been fully fire tested to the current
standards required.
www.yeomanshield.com
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Ecclesiastical Access Solution
TORMAX recently completed the installation of
an elegant automatic glass entrance system
at Gloucester Cathedral. Creating a light
and airy lobby area, two sets of glass sliding
doors provide access into the Norman Nave,
the main visitor entrance.
Powered by unique TORMAX iMotion 2202
operators, the doors silently slide open as
people approach. The new entrance has
been completed as part of Project Pilgrim,
an ambitious ten-year programme of capital
development, regeneration and community
engagement at Gloucester Cathedral.
TORMAX was engaged to replace the existing
wooden Edwardian doors with automatic
glass doors that perfectly blend with the
ecclesiastical aesthetics of the Cathedral. The
iMotion 2202 door operator is particularly
inconspicuous, making it ideal for a traditional
setting such as this. Vibration-absorbent
mountings on the guide rails ensure quiet
opening and closing of the doors, helping
maintain the hushed atmosphere inside the
Cathedral. www.tormax.co.uk

The decision was taken to maintain the industrial
character of the building with the space expanded by
two rooftop floors and the basement divided to provide
two lower level workspaces. Existing brickwork and stone
detailing was repaired and refurbished and the original
Crittall windows replaced with modern equivalents, in
this case Corporate MW40s with spandrel panels.
Crittall Cold Form Doors and MW40 external and internal
screens were also installed in the double-height ground
floor. The slim profile of the steel framed windows
allows maximum light to enter throughout the more
than 100,000 sq. ft of new workspace and they, and the
internal screens, also contribute to the effect of a new
lightwell that draws light through the building down to
lower levels.
MW40 features a high-performance double weather
seal and is supplied hot dip galvanised with a low
maintenance Duralife polyester powder coating. It also
offers high levels of thermal and sound insulation.Its
specification has contributed to the building retaining
its identity and heritage as one crafted for industry
but carefully restored for the businesses of today and
tomorrow. www.crittall-windows.co.uk
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Kalwall rockets away
Aerospace company Blue Origin’s vast new 70,000 square
metre factory in Kennedy Space Centre’s Exploration Park
in Florida is now manufacturing ‘Glenn’ rockets for launches
at Cape Canaveral 10 miles away. In addition, it is expected
that the factory’s upper-level spaces will be used as launch
control for the space vehicles including those recently
announced for the new manned missions to the moon.

Crittall booked for
library transformation
One of Northern Ireland’s most popular
20th century libraries has been
refurbished and extended with Crittall
Windows helping to retain its unique
character. Coleraine Library was built in
1969 in Brutalist style on a restricted
site at a town centre road junction. The
task of designing a complete makeover
that nonetheless respected the original
features of the Grade B2 listed building
fell to Belfast-based Hamilton Architects.
The original three-storey building was
circular in plan with a distinctive saw-tooth window configuration on the first and second floors.
Project architect Nicola Donnelly says: “The building was listed a few years ago and so we were required to provide a like-for-like
window replacement. The existing steel windows were replaced with the same slim steel frames but with a much improved thermal
performance.” Crittall W20 windows were specified for the contract, with polyester powder coated white frames they contribute to
the overall light and airy feel of the redesigned library interior. www.crittall-windows.co.uk

Comar Launch the ECO LT Window & Door Systems
Comar profiles have thicker walls providing extra strength and durability for the British market, ensuring that Comar performs.
Designed specifically for the British Market and offering a truly British engineered solution. Comar ECO LT is a newly launched
aluminium window and door system
designed for the trade and installer market,
where a competitive price yet the highest
installed performance is required.
Sightlines have been minimised whilst not
sacrificing product performance. Large sizes
come as standard from the same range of
profiles. With low U-values, energy ratings
of A++ and Document Q compliance with
Secured by Design status this is a feature
rich system which guarantees a quality
installation.
Comar ECO LT is a lightweight version of the
ECO range, but the aluminium profiles wall
thickness has not been sacrificed, ensuring
guaranteed long-term performance. Due to
Comar’s robust British design the size and
weight limitations surpass the competition
on a size by size basis.
www.comar-alu.co.uk
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Owned by Amazon founder Jeff Bezos, the Blue Origin
building features specially-designed Kalwall® translucent
cladding which has been used across the top of the building
in a clerestory design. Manufactured with a bespoke face
sheet to match the corporate colour scheme, 100’s square
metres of Kalwall transmits high quality diffused daylight
into the structure whilst also solving the twin requirements
of privacy and security.

Secure Access For Exclusive
Jewellery Boutique
Boodles, the top-end jewellery store in Sloane Street,
recently contracted Warrior Doors to develop an automatic
entrance solution that would meet their stringent demands
for security whilst also providing a welcoming shopfront
for their discerning customers. Manufactured entirely from
stainless-steel, the bespoke entrance consists of two
individual automatic sliding doors, powered by TORMAX
iMotion 2302 operators, that work in tandem to create an
attractive entrance lobby.
This ‘airlock’ solution is capable of withstanding even the
most determined security breach, combining an impressive
interlocking system with security glass certified to LPS
1270 1,2,3, to deliver a product that is secured up to LPS
1175 SR3. “The public front of Boodles, onto Sloane
Street, needed to marry security with a historic yet opulent
design,” comments Michael Wainwright, managing director
for Boodles. “The Warrior Airlock sliding door definitely fits
the brief and has been a huge success. Not only does it
make the shop far more secure, it enhances the luxurious
ambiance of the boutique. The fortified shopfront has given
us total reassurance that our stock – and more importantly
our staff – are now far safer than ever before.”
“We chose to use a TORMAX iMotion 2302 automatic
sliding door operator as we felt it was the most effective
product on the market for our needs,” explains Anthony
Heslegrave, Estimator & Company Buyer for Warrior Doors.
“The Boodles’ store sliding doors are quite heavy and we
needed a hi-tech operator to drive for such a robust set of
doors. The TORMAX iMotion 2302 was the best solution.”
www.tormax.co.uk

Interestingly, the use of a bespoke coloured face sheet
does not affect the quality of light internally. Kalwall offers
complete line-of-sight protection, maintaining privacy for
building occupants and operations while throwing diffused

daylighting deep into the interior space. It also eliminates
shadows and glare and the stark contrasts of light and
shade making it safer for within.
The system also enhances simplicity in external design by
negating the need for blinds, curtains or solar control. In
the United States, Kalwall is accepted as one of the core
materials for the construction of secure locations. It can be
configured to exceed Large Missile D hurricane compliance
for wind-borne debris protection making it suitable for
facilities needing enhanced protection or serving critical
national defence functions.
It can also be manufactured for blast resistance and is
compliant with ASIAD, DoD, GSA anti-terrorism, ATFP and
UFC. The exterior face is colour stable and includes a UV
resistant, self-cleaning surface. This means that normal
rainfall helps to keep the surface free of dust and dirt while
at the same time retaining its original colour during the
weathering process. www.structura-uk.com/kalwall
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Smoke And Environmental Ventilation
From SE Controls For Walthamstow
Residential Development

University Of
Edinburgh Installs
First-Class
Fire Protection

The University of Edinburgh, one of the UK’s most prestigious
educational establishments with a history stretching back to 1582, is
now protected by industry-leading intelligent fire panels from Advanced.
Edinburgh is the sixth oldest university in the English-speaking world,
with the Old College building being opened in the early 19th century as
a school for anatomy and surgery. The original campus was expanded in
the 1880s with the addition of the New College, and the university now
occupies six sites throughout Edinburgh.
The new fire system installed at the main campus by long-term
Advanced partner FMS Fire and Security Limited, covers the entire
university campus. It compromises of multi-loop Advanced MxPro 4
and MxPro 5 panels, connected using fault-tolerant network cards.
Dominic Rea, Director for FMS Fire and Security, said: “The new panels
installed at the University of Edinburgh are the latest in a long line of
installations we have undertaken throughout the university Campus, all
using MxPro components. The Advanced panels installed are not only
flexible and reliable but are also compatible with the existing systems
already installed.”

A major residential
development by
Taylor Wimpey
in Walthamstow,
East London, is
using combined
environmental
ventilation
and smoke
control system from SE Controls to help keep
residents both comfortable and safe. The Eclipse
development provides more than 400 one, two
and three bedroom apartments and is split into
two construction phases with each comprising six
residential blocks that are joined together to form
a single building. Each six-storey block incorporates
a dedicated hybrid smoke control and ventilation
system, designed and installed by SE Controls.
In normal operation, the hybrid system maintains
comfortable temperatures within the corridors and
avoids overheating due to ceiling mounted heating
pipework, while providing fresh air movement
through the building. To achieve this, SE Controls
installed ‘enviro-fans’ in the ceiling plenum on every
floor, which are activated by temperature sensors

and draw warm air from the corridors, into the
building’s smoke shaft before being vented. The
mechanically vented smoke control system utilises
roof mounted duty and standby fan sets, which are
linked to smoke shafts in each of the residential
blocks. Every corridor is fitted with a SHEVTEC
smoke shaft damper, which opens in the event of
a fire, allowing the fans to remove smoke from the
fire corridor into the smoke shaft to keep escape
routes and stairs clear of smoke.
SHEVTEC control panels are installed on every floor
to manage the automatic operation of the smoke
control system, while tamper proof manual control
points enable the fire service to reset the system
after testing or actuation and also prevent any
accidental activation. Due to the building’s design,
the roof mounted duty and stand-by smoke fan
sets had to be concealed and located away from
terraced areas.
To meet this requirement, SE Controls created a
dedicated solution that would also allow them
to be accessible for maintenance and servicing
in accordance with the specified schedule for
compliance. www.secontrols.com

MxPro is the industry’s leading multiprotocol panel and offers customers
a choice of two panel ranges, four detector protocols and a completely
open installer network that enjoys free training and support. Ronald
Kerr, spokesperson for the University of Edinburgh, commented:
“The safety of our staff and students is paramount and they are now
protected by the best fire panels on the market.”
MxPro 5 offers high performance fire detection and alarm control across
multi-panel networks and multiple sites. MxPro 5 panels are EN54
parts 2, 4 and 13 approved. They can be used in single loop, single
panel format or easily configured into high speed, 200-panel networks
covering huge areas. Advanced’s legendary ease of installation and
configuration make MxPro customisable to almost any application and
the panel is fully compatible with MxPro 4. www.advancedco.com
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TECHNOLOGY CONVERGENCE CREATING
INTEGRATED BUILDING SECURITY SOLUTIONS
WITHIN COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL SECTOR
Building security for the commercial residential property
marketplace is rapidly changing with the convergence of
technology according to Julian Synett, CEO of Interphone
Limited. Speaking at the company’s recent product
exhibition and training day in central London, he said that
many security solutions now combine different connected
systems – such as door entry, access control, CCTV and
home automation – with a number of key drivers helping
to deliver enhanced building protection, resident safety
and property management.

Biometrics is increasingly being deployed in access control
solutions, with more traditional fob-and card-based
systems being replaced and beginning to disappear. In
fact, there is a surprisingly long list of applications, which
means the technology is being used in a few different ways
within the commercial residential sector. In particular, facial
recognition is now beginning to enter the marketplace, so
moving forward it will have a greater presence alongside
the more established fingerprint solutions.
Smartphones can now be used to open doors, or
activate a wide range of actions, with keys rapidly being
consigned to history. Perhaps the next breakthrough will be
microchipping under the skin, although there is a long way
to go before it overcomes ethical and privacy concerns.
Cloud technology has been around for a long time and
is now used in the commercial residential sector in far
reaching ways. Software and data are being more and
more hosted and stored online, while software as a service
(SaaS) solutions can provide alternative pricing models to
outright purchase such as pay-as you-go or rental.
Meanwhile, machine learning and artificial intelligence
(AI) is going to have a growing influence on security
technology, especially CCTV where there are six million
cameras already operational in the UK. The annual product
exhibition and training day was attended by managing
agents, facilities managers and other property-related
professionals. Interphone teamed up with several key
partners to showcase the latest building technology
developments for the commercial residential sector.
www.interphone.co.uk
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Gateway Project Showcases
LG Units In New District
Heating Project

OMNIE SOLUTIONS SELECTED FOR SUSTAINABLE
AND STYLISH CORNISH DEVELOPMENT
A South-west based specialist building services contractor
has put together a full package of renewable and underfloor
heating products, from the OMNIE range, to meet the energy
and comfort ambitions for a striking new housing development
on the Cornish coast. The nine properties at Bedruthan
Steps, a few miles from Padstow, are being constructed by
regional builder, Karn Havos Developments, while Sadler
and Bourne from Liskard is a long-term supplier of OMNIE

LG has helped renovate some dilapidated social
housing flats in Northamptonshire, with its Multi
V 5 VRF solution providing heat and hot water
through a district heating system, utilising four
of its Hydro Kit units to provide sufficient heating
and hot water for all the flats in this exciting new
refurbishment project, via Heat Interface Units.
In order to keep costs of heating and hot water
down, a district heating system was agreed, future
proofing the buildings, utilising a central plant
room to house most of the equipment, channelling
the heating and hot water via a heat interface unit
- in each apartment.
The system includes an area of solar PV panel
generation on the roof of the building which
provides the electricity for the system to operate,
common lighting, door entry systems and the like.
There is no gas in either block of apartments.
Maintenance is inexpensive, because the majority
is undertaken remotely. For more information head
to partner.lge.com/uk.

RINNAI CPD ON CONTINUOUS FLOW HOT
WATER DELIVERY ON DEMAND NOW FULLY
APPROVED BY CIBSE

Rinnai’s CPD courses on continuous flow hot water
delivery units and systems have now been fully
approved by the Chartered Institute of Building Service
Engineers (CIBSE). Four CPDs have been approved -:
Excellence in Design of Continuous Flow: Hot Water
Delivery:  Continuous Flow Hot Water Appreciation  The
Regulatory Horizon for Hot Water Delivery:  ACOP L8.
CPD courses have been designed for M&amp;E
consultants and specifiers, design and build engineers
and, facilities managers. Rinnai has developed and
manufactures the only
complete and most
comprehensive range
of highly efficient
ErP labelled A-rated
continuous flow water
heaters on the market,
from the smallest
domestic model
to industrial units.
“Rinnai understands that time means money which is
why we are happy to adopt an ‘any time, any place,
anywhere’ approach to CPD delivery and training,” says
Rinnai’s Chris Goggin. www.rinnaiuk.com

heating products and proposed the use of the compact,
high performance LWD50 air source heat pumps along with
50mm Foilboard Floating panels over the concrete sub-floors,
connected via the manufacturer’s Precision-Flo manifolds.
The three-bedroom dwellings’ inverted layout requires just a
three-port manifold upstairs where the lounge, dining area and
kitchen are located to maximise the stunning views, while an
eight-port version downstairs serves the three bedrooms, two
en-suites, family bathroom and utility room.
A 300-litre storage vessel is kept topped up with hot water by
the LWD50 air source heat pump to serve the multiple outlets,
while one of OMNIE’s fully designed mechanical ventilation
and heat recovery systems using the widely specified
ComfoQ 350 HR units extracts moist air from the kitchen and
bathrooms, supplying fresh warm air to the bedrooms and
living areas. www.omnie.co.uk
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RINNAI USER-SPECIFIC TRAINING COURSES

A New Link to Fire Safety

Rinnai UK, a registered provider of CPD courses, has
implemented a series of training modules which are
specifically designed to engage with heating engineers
& contractors. The courses are all aimed at objectively
showing the energy saving benefits of gas fired continuous
flow hot water heaters.
With Rinnai now fielding the only complete and
comprehensive range
of highly efficient
ErP labelled A-rated
continuous flow water
heaters - from the
smallest domestic
models through to
super-size industrial
units - the demand
from engineers
wanting more
knowledge of the appliances is increasing. The company is
offering tailor-made, flexible courses that allow engineers
the opportunity to explore at first hand the practical and
energy saving benefits of continuous flow gas fired water
heaters and familiarise themselves with the technology,
from system design and installation, through to servicing
and maintenance.
The hands-on
training courses,
which are tailored
to Rinnai customer
needs, cover both
traditional and new
technologies for
commercial water
heating as well as
highlighting the
big energy and money savings that can be achieved by
installing a continuous flow hot water system.
Courses can be arranged to suit individual requirements
either at Rinnai’s Runcorn, Cheshire HQ in the dedicated
training facility or if preferred, the company’s training team
will take the module to
the workplace or other
venue convenient to
delegates.
Courses available
include: Continuous
flow and future of water
heating; Intermediate
water heating;
Continuous flow,
excellence in design; Service & fault diagnostics – water
heaters and Energy saving warm air units; Maximising
renewable gain in hot water design; Understanding ACOP
L8 and hot water design and Continuous flow as a method
of satisfying energy & regulatory demand.
www.rinnaiuk.com

GEZE UK is launching a new product which links control units for smoke
and heat extraction providing a cost-effective and easy-to-install solution
that boosts fire safety.
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The THZ Link offers customers more choice and works by connecting
control units for vents or zones around a building, providing a modular
solution that can be extended to link growing numbers of control units
which can be added when required. Fully tested to VdS 2581 and VdS
2593, the THZ Link also complies with EN 12101 Part 9 and Part 10
and provides complete flexibility for use in both new developments and
older buildings.
One of the main advantages of THZ Link, is that it doesn’t interfere
with the building’s fire strategy - the solution makes it possible to have
windows that can be used for both fire management and still be opened
for natural ventilation.Another key benefit of the THZ Link, is that cabling
can be kept to a minimum.
As each control panel is linked rather than wired direct to a central
control panel, the system helps reduce costs, minimising the amount
of cabling required and reducing installation time.It can be used as a
stand-alone control unit with GEZE smoke detectors local to each fire
and smoke zone or interfaced within a fire alarm panel. The THZ Link has
been thoroughly test to comply with British Standards 9999 and 9991
which provide guidance on the design, management and ongoing use of
fire safety measures in residential buildings.
It is fitted with a ‘lock-out’ feature, meaning that once
a fire alarm is triggered, no subsequent activations can
be applied, allowing efforts to be concentrated on where
the fire started.The system can operate louvred window
systems, has a battery back-up that lasts up to 72 hours
and can be applied within rooms and on stairwells.

ESi - Heating Controls
For All Homes

A new brochure has been produced to explain the system
in detail. This is available by calling the marketing team
on 01543 443015 or emailing info.uk@geze.com For more
information about GEZE UK’s comprehensive range of
automatic and manual door closers call 01543 443000 or
visit www.geze.co.uk

ESi offers a range of programmers that enables
the installer to comply with Part L of the Building
Regulations, providing separate timed heating
control for living and sleeping zones in a home,
whilst also providing timed control of hot water.
The ESi range offers 24 Hour/5/2 day and 7 day
programming options for each channel. And
these programmers also feature a “Landlord”
option to encourage social housing and private
tenants to allow access for annual maintenance.
Take a closer look at www.esicontrols.co.uk
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Rinnai - ‘E’ Before
‘I’ Or Vice Versa?
Rinnai offers big performance, heavy duty, diminutive
appliances that offer virtually limitless volumes of
hot water at useable temperatures – all through
engineering design and excellence. And both ‘E’
(external) - and ‘I’ (internal) versions are offered. Here
Chris Goggin, Rinnai Operations Director, explains the
why and the where of using either model to suit the
application.
Gas fired appliances such as hot water heating units
or domestic or light commercial boilers tend to be
wall hung on the interior of a site. Having a unit sited
internally on a kitchen wall or a plant room makes
for convenience for the end-user and for the installer
or contractor in terms of installation, maintenance
or servicing. However, external models of hot water
heating units have become increasingly popular. We are
seeing more and more units sold as installers seem to
be favouring external siting for a variety of reasons.
Firstly, having a gas fired unit internally has its own
restrictions – lack of internal space, flueing restrictions
and impediments, exact siting for installer convenience,
inspections etc. On external units a whole stack of
advantages come into play - starting with the fact that

it is a gas fired appliance and it is outside habitable
space; and with no need for a flue there’s greater
flexibility on exactly where you place the unit; it is
easier to service and maintain; all units have robust
casings and comprehensive weather controls, for
example a Rinnai external appliance is frost protected
down to minus 25ºC. All these factors add up to
possible economies for the end user and ease of
installation for the installer. Rinnai offer several units
in both external – ‘E’ - and internal – ‘I’ - models. They
are in the more heavy-duty part of our product range
– 1600, 1500, 55 but also at the smaller end - the 17e.
Rinnai’s HDC1600i/e low NOx, gas-fired continuous flow
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water heater, delivers
commercial qualities
of hot water, up to 37
litres per minute on
demand - to any site
and application. And
they are ErP ‘A’ rated.
The Rinnai external
version HDC1200e
gives end users
105.5% net efficiency*
because the condensing
process delivers up to
95% thermal efficiency,
translating to significant
energy savings when
compared to standard
tankless water heaters.
All of which makes the
HDC continuous flow
hot water range the
best option for all types of applications.
With a continuous flow water heater you can never
run out of hot water no matter how many individual
baths or showers or delivery points are being used
simultaneously. The only time the unit is using energy
is when there is a demand, in other words it is only
burning gas when a tap or shower is being run and,
design improvements by Rinnai have increased the
lowered NOx levels and increased efficiencies to market
ready levels. The Rinnai 17e is designed for use directly
off the mains, with no need for large, ungainly storage
vessels. Weighing just 17kg and measuring 503mmH
x 355.6mmW x 181mmD the Rinnai 17e has been
developed to allow maximum flexibility as it can be
easily mounted on an external wall thereby eliminating
the need for flueing and freeing up valuable interior
space.
This feature gives greater flexibility at the design stage
and can offer an alternative solution where flue runs
are problematic or internal space is not available. A
range of external ancillary items including a pipe cover
box and security cage are available where necessary.
Capable of flow rates of up to 510 litres per hour at a
50°C rise, the 17e is suitable for multiple applications,
such as cafés, small restaurants and kitchen facilities.
www.rinnaiuk.com

Stelrad’s Low
Surface Temperature
Radiators Contribute
To Special Housing
Development
Stelrad Radiators low surface temperature radiators (LST)
have been selected for a housing development in Torfaen
in South Wales, designed for people with physical and
mental disabilities. 42 LST radiators have been supplied
for the project, the majority of which are the latest LST i
Plus models. There are also 14 LST i Plus Xtra Protection
models, designed to be used in areas that experience
high humidity such as wet rooms.
The Ty’r Hen Ysgol development, at the former Ysgol
Panteg Primary School site in Pontypool, features seven
new bespoke apartments to meet multi-disciplinary
needs across many diverse physical and mental
disabilities. Experiencing the wide range of features that
have been incorporated in these apartments to keep the
tenants safe and comfortable is extremely moving and
highlights high level understanding of the needs of this
group of potential tenants.
Low surface temperature radiators offer ‘safe to touch’
heating and are being specified increasingly across
the UK for situations where the heating needs to
meet NHS Guidance for ‘Safe Hot Water and surface
temperature’ – in hospitals, care and nursing homes,
as well as sheltered housing, schools and nurseries as
well as an increased amount of housing that may be
used by vulnerable people during that home’s lifetime.
LST radiators are designed to ensure they offer as much
protection as possible to those for whom they are
designed to provide heating. As well as ensuring the
casing never exceeds 43 degrees C, they also include
rounded corners and edges to the design to avoid
damage from sharp edges. www.stelrad.com
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Watch This Space
Smart buildings can generate many operational
advantages but are businesses making the most
of their potential? Jonathan Feaver, senior design
partner at Trend Control Systems, explains how
organisations can derive real financial, operational
and occupant-based benefits from the data
produced by a building energy management
system (BEMS).
Workplaces have changed over the last decade
but this remarkable evolution is far from over,
thanks to more intelligent and intuitive building
services. At the forefront of these developments
is the BEMS, but even though it already provides
significant business benefits, including energy
savings, many are failing to realise the true value
it can provide. Developers, architects, facilities
management and other professionals involved
in the design and implementation of working
environments should give serious consideration to
how a BEMS can help create a smarter workplace.
It has the potential to create a superior indoor
environment that improves occupant comfort and
productivity; reduces energy consumption and
operations staffing; and makes the most effective
use of space.
In the know - Working at an office that uses
software-based tools that can help you find a
parking space in the morning, book you a space
for your conference call, and warm a work area
or meeting room to just the way you like it, is
all possible. The data produced by a BEMS can
also maximise space utilisation and ensure that
every available square metre provides a return
on investment (ROI). All too often commercial
buildings are lit up after hours, with only a small
number of maintenance and cleaning professionals
left in the property, most of who are concentrated
in the same space.
Collecting and analysing building occupancy data
can greatly assist in determining where exactly
in the premise lighting, heating, ventilation and
air conditioning and other power hungry building
services are needed, without wasting energy on
unoccupied spaces. The same principle applies
during office hours. In utility areas, for example,
traffic is typically lower than in the actual office
space. Using sensors to understand the level of
traffic in specific areas provides a huge opportunity
to reduce energy use, as heating, cooling and light
settings can be pre-set in accordance with demand
and lowered to set back mode, or even turned off,
when not required.
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Sense and
sensibility Strategically
equipping a room
with sensors allows
data to be fed back
to a centralised
software-based
monitoring and
management
platform that can
develop insightdriven data.
For example, a
BEMS can show
how particular
spaces are used
by incorporating
a meeting room
booking system,
which can work
with the information
provided by
movement and
occupancy sensors
to give a more accurate indication of actual use.
For example, if a room is booked 80 per cent of
the time but there is only 50 per cent occupancy,
it highlights that measures should be taken to
find out why this resource is being underutilised.
A BEMS can integrate with meeting room booking
systems, access control, lighting and heat sensors
to create a more accurate space usage picture.
Questions can then be asked about whether it
would it be more cost effective and productive to
change the configuration of rooms, whether fewer
but larger spaces are necessary, or even whether
under-utilised desk space could be turned into
meeting areas.
Point of principle - The same principle can even
be applied to the way that individuals operate
within a work area – something that is particularly
useful in hot-desking environments. To improve
comfort conditions and overall functionality, user
feedback through a ‘rate my space’ service allows
information about issues such as temperature,
layout and lighting levels to be provided. This,
as well as encouraging a greater sense of
employee engagement, comfort and wellbeing,
allows proactive steps to be taken to remedy any
operational inconsistencies.

A word of warning though – while there is the
potential to acquire lots of data, collecting it
merely for the sake of it is a pointless exercise, as
it’s what you do with it that counts. Organisations
need to hone in on developing insights from data
collected in a building in order to drive action that
will have a positive business impact.
Hearts and minds - There is also a danger that a
‘one size fits all’ approach could be applied, which
instead of increasing wellbeing, could do the
opposite. Many of us have worked in environments
that we consider to be too hot or too cold, yet the
temperature is perfect for others. In modern open
plan offices this can lead to conflict, discomfort
and energy wastage on a colossal scale through,
for example, windows being open while radiators
are on and the use of fan heaters.
Companies can give back local control through
the use of a prominent touchscreen display that
is linked directly to a BEMS. This enables users to
view and adjust operating times and temperature
levels, monitor alarms and make adjustments to
controller parameters, allowing them to act upon
environmental information instantly. Furthermore, it
is also possible to create an individual user profile
that allows an employee to specify his/her own
preferred working conditions.

For instance someone who wants to work near a
window with a temperature of 20°C and a specific
level of lighting, can do so, and these parameters
can be set by the individual as soon as he or she
enters the building and a suitable desk allocated.
Nowadays there is a greater focus on the need
for wellbeing in the workplace and a BEMS is
able to help with this by checking environmental
conditions such as air quality and creating lighting
schemes around a specific task or activity.
Benefit check - The data a BEMS can collate,
along with the analytics necessary to turn it
into meaningful information, are crucial tools for
building owners and managers, as they are pushed
to reduce costs and maximise the potential of both
people and assets. Just as importantly, a smart
building that has wellbeing at its centre offers an
ROI through improved productivity, less absence
through illness and highly motivated personnel. In
short, smart buildings help to create even smarter
occupants.
For further information please call Trend’s
marketing department on 01403 211888 or email
marketing@trendcontrols.com
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’Expected Levels
Of Performance’
As we design and test window, door,
curtain wall and overhead glazing
systems, I question the performance
of any installed system to meet its
specified performance. There are many
factors that affect performance - a
few are covered here, as well as some
suggestions for improved installation.
It is the recognition of these current
supply chain scenarios which help
us to design better systems for our
customers.
Systems Fabrication and Real
Life Performance - As we specify
architectural aluminium systems for
many of our commercial buildings
and a growing number of new and
improved residential dwellings, we
often refer to a systems company
specification for the weather
performance of the product required.
Often the weather rating of the
product specified will be much higher
than that required at the location,
but in some circumstances, given the
location, the system or product will be
expected to perform to its limits.

Wojciech Brozyna
Managing Director
Aluprof UK Limited
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Given that each fabricator/installer
will have a different production
facility, fabricators at various levels
of experience, with installers facing
increased challenges on site, it is safe
to assume that not all fenestration
systems installed will meet the stated
specification performance. Whilst
the industry, including Aluprof UK,
is investing heavily in training of
fabricators and installers, we cannot
expect to have each installation
to perform exactly as specified.
As mentioned earlier, as most
specifications exceed the requirements
on site and does not become an issue,
but when weather conditions for a
given products location approach that
specified, problems can arise.

Systems Design and Testing - When
systems companies design products,
they do so given known parameters
for weather performance, such as
various air leakages for a given type
of weatherseal or gasket, and the well
known principles of ‘balanced cavity’
design. Once designed and extruded,
the system is carefully fabricated,
glazed, and installed perfectly
square in a test rig and tested to
the designed levels of performance.
This fabrication and test method
does not necessarily mimic the mass
production of product and vagaries
of site installation, but does offer a
performance level that we can judge
and compare systems.
Testing Standards and Procedures We have various test standards for
windows doors and curtain walls that
stipulate the exact test procedures
and the minimum requirement for test
equipment, standards also call for
UKAS accreditation to ensure accuracy
of equipment gauges and pressures.
When fabricating our test samples
they are made with testing in mind
so gaskets are tight in the corners,
weatherseals new and resilient, often
with framed corners glued carefully
to ensure watertightness, all in
accordance with the systems company
technical manual.
Installed perfectly square and fully
adjusted once in the test cabinet, this
gives the product the best chance of
offering a good performance level, but
is it indicative of a typical installed
production sample? A further question,
do our test standards really meet the
requirements of weather performance
for any given site location? Quite a few
years ago we were still testing curtain
wall systems to BS 6375 ‘Performance
of windows and doors’ until CWCT
developed a new curtain wall test
standard which has become the

accepted standard test for curtain
walls in the UK and overseas.
Experience would show that most
locations of product fall well within
given standards, but there can be
exceptions. (cont...)
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Systems Fabrication - Let’s start with
the fabrication of product. The more
complex the design, the more likely
shortcuts in fabrication will occur
- these may be very small, where
the technical manual requests the
application of sealant to weatherseal
corners which is crucial to meet high
performance. Some systems, such as
stick curtain wall, are fabricated on
site and not always in the best of
weathers, so we need to know that
all the components are fitted with the
correct sealants, under the correct
weather conditions, before pressure
plating and capping up.
Hardware options can also change the
performance of a window, guidance
must always be sought from the
systems provider to ensure that any
hardware specified will maintain
the performance of the product.
Often the lack of understanding or
confusion of drainage options can
have a detrimental impact on systems
performance. The key here is for
a main contractor to choose their
fabricator/installer wisely ensuring that
they have the required knowledge,
experience and training in the type of
installation required.
Systems Installation - It is well known
that off-site production can be well
controlled in a heated and well lit
factory space, conditions on site
during installation can be quite the
opposite. Finding openings that are
not square, dpc’s in the wrong place,
levels incorrect and poor access these issues all have a bearing on
the products performance and often
come under time pressures, as the
contractor urgently needs Fenestration
to be fitted to close off the building
for following trades, this all means
crucial changes can be difficult to be
made in time. Obviously a lot comes
down to the contracts manager’s
experience and early identification
of issues prior to product arrival on
site can assist a smooth installation.
However there is little you can do on
site when the main contractor calls off
a phase of windows or curtain wall out
of sequence, that’s not been made!
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Training and Understanding System
Performance - Key to getting a
quality installation is for the installer
to be fully aware of the products
fabrication and correct installation.
Any shortcomings, however small, can
be contained on site and completed
during or after installation.
Given this experience, the installer’s
Site Manager can ensure product
is made and fitted correctly to the
fabricators agreed tolerances. Even
prior to arriving on site discussions
should have taken place with the
architect to review proposed openings
and any structural fixings for systems.
Crucial to curtain wall, fixings must
be agreed and the loadings that they
will need to carry, but often window
and door systems will need structural
fixings to ensure frames remain square
in operation.
The selection of system and advice
from the specialist sub-contractor
should also be discussed. For example,
flush threshold French doors on a
high rise apartment block would
need special consideration regarding
weather ratings. Would a lift and slide
door offer a better solution for a flush
threshold condition as they carry an
improved weather rating? A working
knowledge of the ‘balanced cavity’
principle, which helps the products
internal drainage system to work
effectively despite varying outside
pressures, is also crucial to understand
and highlight correct fabrication and
installation. Knowing this principle
may raise questions on an installation,
making the person responsible reach
for the products technical manual to
check.
Quality vs Performance - Quality of
fabrication will also have a bearing
on performance, if mitres or butt
joints are not cut correctly leaving
then slightly open and adhesive not
used or used incorrectly, can result
in joint leakage and often failure of
the powder coat finish. Swarf from
machining left inside the system can
often block drainage routes over time.

Time vs Performance
- When we are aware
that a system will
likely be installed in
a location which will
test its performance,
such as products
used at height, it
would be wise to
take additional
time in fabrication
and installation to
ensure everything is
completed exactly to
the manual.
Age vs Performance - Over time
glazing gaskets and weatherseals can
compress with a slight lowering of
performance. Locking hardware will
require adjustment to ensure adequate
weatherseal compression. Should
products be used in conditions near to
their stated performance then routine
maintenance should be undertaken
to ensure product performance is
maintained during the life of the
product.
Recognition by Aluprof and Future
Design for Fabrication - All the above
issues fall within two areas of concern
for Aluprof. The first being training and
competence of the supply chain from
system to installed product. Aluprof
offers training courses for customers
to ensure quality of fabrication and
understanding of the complete process
through to installation. The second is
the understanding of fabrication and
installation parameters for the average
fabricator.
This allows for a better design to cater
for some production and installation
tolerances. Understanding the issues
of day to day tolerances also allows
for crucial areas of fabrication to be
explored and critical areas to be either
highlighted or redesigned to reduce
the potential issue and maintaining
the products performance. It’s a
cyclical process, and one Aluprof have
long recognised as crucial to today’s
product design and performance.
www.aluprof.co.uk
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This achieves the same performance level as a
conventional structural insulation such as PIR, EPS
or XPS insulation boards, but with a much reduced
thickness. In fact, one estimate is that a U-value of
0.3W/m2k delivered by
a 100mm thick panel of
expanded polystyrene
(EPS) insulation could be
achieved with just a 30mm
VIP.
Heat transfers by three
methods. Convection
and conduction both
need air molecules to
do so, whereas the third
method – radiation, which
is the type of heat we
get from the sun – does not. With VIPs, the gastight outer envelope is sealed to prevent outside
gases from entering the panel, which minimises the
transfer of heat by convection and conduction. All
vacuum insulation panels are gas-tight and custom
manufactured to order – so they cannot be cut to size
on site.

VIP Role In FHS’s ‘World-Leading
Energy Efficiency’ Goal
By Ian Cowley, Regional Manager at Promat UK, the
manufacturer of Slimvac® Vacuum Insulation Panels.
Whilst the headline-grabbing goal of the new Future
Homes Standard (FHS), announced by the Chancellor
in the Spring 2019 budget statement, was the
implementation of a policy to move away from fossil
fuels to heat UK homes, the ‘clean growth’ strategy
once again highlights the need to rethink how well
insulated properties could and should be.
Most new build and refurbished homes could be
insulated to a much greater standard than the current
Building Regulations specify whilst providing more
floor space, through more widespread use of advanced
vacuum insulation panels (VIPs). This insulation
technology, which was pioneered by Promat more than
a decade ago, delivers superior thermal performance
without the thickness usually associated with panels
for cavities, flooring, roofing, balconies and terraces.
With the next review of Part L expected to begin soon,
insulation levels are only likely to increase in order for
the UK to meet its international obligations to tackle
climate change.
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Whilst there is no indication on the likely uplift in
standards, there has never been a more apt time to
consider how VIPs could have an important role to
play in upgrading the thermal insulation levels of
homes in England and Wales. A ‘fabric first’ approach
has long been advocated as the foundation of any
low carbon homes strategy, but to date no minimum
building standards in the UK have ever come close to
unlocking the potential of VIPs.
The perception that VIPs are too expensive to be
viable is outdated and does not consider the long
term. The performance improvements that VIPs can
deliver, combined with allowing for increased usable
floor space inside properties thanks to thinner wall
constructions, could result in significantly lower whole
life costs with a reduced carbon footprint. Hence, over
the lifespan of a property, VIPs could help landlords,
housebuilders and owners derive much greater value.
How vacuum insulation panels work - unlike
conventional insulation, vacuum insulated panels
are specially manufactured using a microporous core
covered in an impermeable outer envelope, which is
heat sealed under a vacuum.

Doing so would be detrimental to the panel’s thermal
performance. But the panels are supplied with special
jointing tape, floor covers and top covers to ensure
the most effective thermal barrier can be achieved on
site with ease. SLIMVAC® panels are also moisture
resistant up to 60% and contain no harmful materials
to allow for easy post-use recycling.
Increasing usage of VIPs - Greater understanding of
heat loss in homes and buildings has expanded the
scope of VIPs to create superior building envelopes
and deliver energy efficiency. Roofs, floors and walls
are, of course, the key areas in which VIPs can deliver
improvements, but there are other building aspects
that will benefit too. With roofs typically accounting
for 30% of energy loss, using VIPs within the ceiling
construction beneath a pitched roof is an ideal way
to provide a stylish and energy-saving top floor room
without the need for thick insulation layers under the
roof.

Flat roofs, terraces and balconies are also culprits for
excessive heat loss, so utilising VIPs here rather than
conventional insulation will avoid the need to raise
internal floors to match the external; terrace. Up to
15% of a properties heat is lost through the floor and
this can be minimised using VIPs.
These panels ensure that the floor is insulated without
having to be deeply excavated. Stone and wooden
façades account for significant heat loss, with an
estimated 25% escaping this way. By insulating the
exterior walls with VIPs, the amount of heat lost
through the façade can be limited to the absolute
minimum, and interior walls can be insulated with
ease too with the best possible utilisation of internal
living or working space.
Heat loss caused by thermal bridges can also have
far-reaching consequences, including moisture and
mould issues that lead to health problems. Thermal
bridges can be subtly neutralised using VIPs leaving
an unblemished, comfortable and healthy interior. The
policies underpinning the new FHS may take some
time to come to fruition, but ultimately, with pressure
groups and campaigners demanding more urgent
action to mitigate the effects of climate change, the
energy efficiency of homes can be vastly improved
with ease now.
The low
hanging fruit
for specifiers
is to deploy
proven
technology
that we
know will
help insulate
properties to
a superior standard and there is no better example of
this kind of solution than VIPs. Find out more about
the SLIMVAC® range of vacuum insulated panels at
www.promat-industry.co.uk
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Raising The Profile
Of Architectural
Detailing
1

2

The design constraints imposed on
many modern buildings can often
pose challenges for architects and
designers, but this doesn’t always
have to be the case as Kevin Davies,
Head of Technical for Sto Ltd, explains.

They can also be susceptible to
cracking when repeatedly exposed to
wet and freezing weather conditions,
and they have the potential to create
heat bridges which impair the thermal
efficiency of the building.

Designing a new building that sits
well with its surroundings is always a
challenge, and that challenge can be
even greater if the building needs to
reflect any specific architectural style
or detailing found on nearby buildings.
The same demands can also apply to
refurbishment projects, particularly
on buildings that are historically or
architecturally significant where there
is a need to reproduce or repair
detailing which already exists.

Modern Solution - Fortunately,
advances in material and
manufacturing technologies present
the architect with alternative solutions
that are practical, thoroughly proven
and highly effective. One such example
of these modern alternatives is the Sto
range of StoDeco façade profiles which
are now being used on an increasing
number of high-profile buildings.

In either scenario, the architect
might be called on to create a range
of architectural features which can
include everything from cornices and
dentil course through to headers,
arches and pillars. To add to the task,
the architect will also be expected to
specify a solution that not only creates
the required aesthetic for the building,
but which will also allow that building
to maintain its appearance for many
years to come.
While this can be achieved with
conventional materials, these are not
without their problems. Traditional
twin-component architectural profiles
with a hard-shell outer can certainly
look the part, but their impact
resistance and robustness can be
questionable.
They can also suffer from moisture
penetration and become unreliable
when subjected to mechanical stress,
and both these issues raise concerns
about their ruggedness and long-term
durability. Other materials such as
concrete can offer a more substantial
option, but this makes them more
difficult and cumbersome to work with
and install.
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Geometric forms can be cut from
panels of varying thickness to create
individual decorative elements, and
the potential to add arches, columns,
plinths or sculptural panels to a
building are almost endless. The
profiles can be used to create contrast,
definition and emphasis on a façade
design, and even company logos or
lettering can be created.
This allows the architect or designer
to give free reign to their imagination,
and create the type of impressive
and intricate façades that would be
prohibitively expensive to reproduce
using traditional methods and
materials.

These profiles are manufactured
from Verolith, which is itself made
from perlite. The perlite is a natural
volcanic material which is mixed with
binding agents before being subjected
to a multi-stage process that uses
both heat and pressure to create the
extremely strong but lightweight basic
StoDeco profile blocks.
State-of-the-art computer-controlled
manufacturing and cutting processes
are then used to transform the
blocks into 3-dimensional profiles
and decorative elements of all types.
A wide range of standard StoDeco
profiles are available to suit many
different design styles and detailing
requirements, such as profiles, window
sills, sill supports and keystones.

3

These bespoke options are ideal for
new buildings, or for reproducing
existing detailing on refurbishment
projects where, once installed, they
are indistinguishable from the original
features. They can either be used
to cover large areas of a façade, or
included in a design as individual
profiles or ornaments which add
individual character to a building.
(cont...)

4

These can be used to create
virtually any type of building façade
appearance, from the plain and
functional through to the strikingly
ornate. Decorative panels can be
supplied with edge designs which are
straight, angular, concave or convex.
Bespoke Beauty - Sto can also provide
bespoke profiles to suit the specific
shape, size or design for individual
project requirements.
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(cont...) They offer the designer unlimited
scope to create any type of façade, no
matter whether it’s modern, classical, Art
Deco, Bauhaus-inspired or totally original.

5

It’s important to remember though that
these StoDeco profiles are not just visually
attractive. The solid and homogeneous
nature of the Verolith material makes them
lightweight and therefore easy to work
and install. As a modern material they are
resistant to the effects of the weather and
other environmental influences, allowing a
building to retain its appearance well into
the future.
Practical Profiles - Suitable for installing
onto either an external wall insulation
system or direct onto solid substrates, the
StoDeco panels can be fixed with purposedesigned Sto adhesive which provides
a tough, reliable and long-lasting bond,
along with a suitable mechanical fixing
if required by the design. Most of the
StoDeco elements and profiles are suitable
for drilling and dowelling, and they are
suitable for use in all types of climate.
Photo 1: StoDeco profiles are extremely
resistant to the effects of the weather and other
environmental influences, allowing a building to
retain its appearance well into the future.
Photo 2: State-of-the-art CNC milling machines
create strikingly ornate profile designs which
add individual character to a building.
Photo 3: Decorative panels can be supplied
with edge designs ranging from straight,
angular, trapezoidal and concave through to
convex.
Photo 4: StoDeco profiles allow the architect
to create the type of impressive and intricate
façades that would be prohibitively expensive
to reproduce using traditional methods and
materials.
Photo 5: Refurbishment projects on historic
buildings benefit greatly from the use of
StoDeco profiles where there is a need to
reproduce existing detailing.

Notes from the Comar
design team...
BIM ready.
With thermal foam and
triple glazing, U-values are
reduced to 0.77, creating a
future proof solution.
The latest thermal
break technology
including foam.

Large 62mm glazing
pocket for acoustic
or triple glazed glass.

Slim sight lines for
both the casement
and tilt/turn.

Fast-track semi unitised
construction for floor to
ceiling glazing.

Windows hang direct from
the Comar 9P.i Frame as
well as rebated doors.

A low co-efficient of linear expansion
means that the profiles resist the tendency
to crack, allowing them to retain their line,
shape and attractive appearance. Their low
water absorption characteristic and lack
of water-soluble constituents also help to
eliminate the danger of frost damage.
The surface texture of the profiles has
been carefully designed to provide an
ideal base for primers and final surface
coatings, and Sto offer a range of fullycompatible Sto iQ intelligent paints. This
enables the final façade to be matched
exactly to the architect’s original vision.
StoDeco profiles carry the backing of a full
design and technical support service from
Sto, which includes advice and guidance
on every aspect, including drawings
for the required detailing, matching to
existing profiles, and the selection of the
appropriate colours and finishes.
www.sto.co.uk

comar 5P.i

ADVANCED

Latest Thermal Break Technology Produces the
Next Generation of Windows.
Comar’s Design Team brief was to specifically meet architectural demands; low
U-values, matching slim sight lines for both the casement and tilt/turn windows,
large glazing pocket for acoustic glass, Secured by Design and large sizes. For our
fabrication and contractor partners, performance with built in fast-track fabrication
and installation.

For more information about
comar5P.i ADVANCED please contact us:
Tel:
0208 8685 9685
Email: projects@parksidegroup.co.uk
Web: www.comar-alu.co.uk

The technology from the Comar 9P.i system has been incorporated into the Comar 5P.i
window range. This ensures the Comar 5P.i Advanced Casement and Tilt/Turn window
system integrates seamlessly into Comar 9P.i framing and creates the option for standalone
high performance windows, up to 2.5m high with U-values as low at 0.77. BIM Models
available at Comar Partners: www.comar-alu.co.uk/login/.
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGN SOLUTIONS

A WORLD OF SIGNS TO
TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY

Key Considerations When
Specifying Ladders
Tony Stevens, Technical Estimator at
Bilco UK outlines some key factors to be
considered when specifying ladders for
accessing a roof area.
Where is the ladder going to be used? If
the ladder is required to gain access to
the roof and to be mounted externally it
will require a safety cage and guard rail to
enter the roof safely.
What is the ladder going to be used with?
You need to have a clear understanding
of the type of access product the ladder is
going to be used with. For a small hatch,
such as the Bilco E-50TB, which has
internal dimensions of 915mm x 915mm, a
fixed vertical ladder should be specified.

Signbox signs change everything. They’re transforming
buildings from functional structures into unforgettable
landmarks, turning settings into eye-catching scenic

although we have seen this specified
on more than one occasion! The only
recommended ladder for use with a
smoke ventilator is a fixed vertical ladder,
due to the small footprint of this type of
ladder.
Ladder Height - Knowing the height of
the floor to underside of roof access
hatch that you wish to access may seem
incredibly obvious, but you may be
surprised by the number of ladders that
are specified either too short or too long
for the height required!
Roof Void Height - When specifying a
retractable ladder it is essential that you
know the height of the roof void - the
space between the ceiling and the roof.
This is to ensure the ladder box liner will
fit inside the space once retracted.

masterpieces and bringing spaces to life like no other.
For over 30 years, Signbox has remained the first name in
aspirational signage solutions that push the boundaries of
innovation and challenge convention. It’s all thanks to our
great British design and engineering brilliance – and an
intrinsic desire to look at signage differently.
It’s a philosophy that works. Our award-winning signage
strategies are borne from a freethinking creative energy and
technical mastery of revolutionary materials and processes
and they’re hard at work for brands and clients around the
world for everyone to see.
Everyone has a story.
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Signbox helps brands find the best way to tell it.

Y

A retractable ladder would not be
recommended for the E-50TB as the
ladder angle would hinder access when
you get close to the hatch. Where
frequent access to the roof area is
required for maintenance personnel,
tools and equipment a companionway
roof hatch, like the CS-50TB which is a
larger elongated access hatch, is generally
required.
In this instance a companionway ladder or
a retractable ladder can be specified (the
maximum size for companionway would
be 2440mm and 1500mm for retractable).
The companionway ladder is a 75 degree
angled, rigid ladder providing permanent
access to the roof hatch. Retractable
ladders are ideal for use in areas where
the floor space must be kept clear. They
can be mounted above a ceiling and be
offered with additional vertical backboards
with steps and a handrail.
They can also be supplied with fire rating.
Where access is required to the roof area
via a smoke ventilator, like the Bilco ESW50REM, a retractable ladder is not an
option. The very nature of the mechanism
of a retractable ladder would prevent the
flow of smoke through the vent. It would
therefore be counterproductive to use
a retractable ladder with a smoke vent,
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What happens if you get the specification
wrong? If you specify a small hatch for use
with a companionway ladder or retractable
ladder it will be difficult to access. If you
specify a large length hatch, it will be
difficult to access from a fixed vertical
ladder. The worker will have to overstretch
to open and close the hatch, putting
themselves into an unsafe position.
CY

CMY
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If you specify a retractable ladder with
a smoke ventilator you will compromise
the integrity of the smoke ventilator by
blocking the flow of smoke. To conclude,
specifying ladders might seem like a
straightforward aspect of a building
project but the health and safety and
functionality implications are far reaching.

01784 438688

SALES@SIGNB OX.CO.U K

WWW.SI G N BOX.CO.U K

Always ensure you specify the right type
of ladder and hatch that will provide the
safest and easiest access to the roof area.
If you need help with the specifying the
right ladder to use for roof access please
contact tony.stevens@access-360.co.uk
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Cedral Helps Create Beautiful
Exteriors For Luxury Housing
Developer
Cedral Lap fibre cement cladding has
been specified as the building material
of choice by luxury developer Cedarmill
Developments, adding real kerb
appeal to its latest residential project
in Hornchurch, Essex. Over 450sq.m
of Cedral Lap in colour Pewter has
been installed across a selection of
three storey family homes, creating
a contemporary visual appeal that
perfectly encompasses the developer’s
commitment to providing the highest
standard in premium housing.
Cedarmill Developments is dedicated
to constructing residential and
commercial properties across the UK’s
Southern regions, offering clients
first class functionality and style.
The latest site in Havering consists
of a combination of luxury detached

houses, which will be completed in
autumn 2019. The properties’ ground
floor is constructed of brick, with
Cedral Lap clad across the first and
second floors.
This creates a contemporary New
England style aesthetic that works
in perfect harmony with the sleek
black windows and doors. Cedral
Lap fibre cement cladding is a low
maintenance alternative to traditional
cladding materials, offering a minimum
life expectancy of 50 years. Resistant
to rot, attack from insects and the
external elements, the easy to install
solution is available in a wide range of
shades and finishes and has a Class A
fire performance rating.
www.cedral.co.uk

Armourcoat's
Polished Finish
At The Soak
Decorative specialists Armourcoat have
provided the finishing touches to The
Soak, a new bar and restaurant next to
London’s Victoria Station, with an all-day
menu that is built around signature
soaked flavours through fermenting,
pickling, brining and steeping
techniques.
With interior design devised by a
partnership between creative agency
CAB and interior design studio MAS,
the grade II listed building retains many
original features including a carved leaf
design which is now incorporated into
the bar interior. Armourcoat’s Koncrete
polished plaster finish is used to great
effect on the bar front with recessed
logo.

PPX is a low maintenance, durable external
limestone render system that can create
stunning honed and textured stone-like finishes
for both new build and renovation projects.
Glh Design Team says, “We were delighted to
work with Armourcoat on this project, and the
use of polished plaster finishes to the entrance
wall and bar front adds a modern twist to the
design.” www.armourcoat.com
Photography: © Franklin & Franklin

Koncrete is an urban range of polished
plaster colours and finishes designed
for contemporary projects. The range
offers a wealth of design options to
achieve a distinctive modern look
including distressed effects or recessed
‘shutter’ markings. Outside the building,
Armourcoat PPX has been used to
repeat the restaurant logo design.
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Wraptite® Membrane
Installed On High Rise
Student Accommodation In
Newcastle

PROJECT INSIGHT

Benif Interior Film selected for Gherkin
restaurant refurbishment

Wraptite® airtightness membrane has been
successfully installed on an impressive new
luxury high-rise student accommodation project
in Newcastle Upon Tyne. Sub-contractor Halcyon
Cladding & Roofing required a Class B fire rated
air tightness membrane, which was able to
comply with the requirements for buildings over
18m as specified within Approved Document B:
Fire Safety November 2018 and as stipulated by
the NHBC.

Manufactured by LG Hausys, Benif is a
self-adhesive, architectural film that can
be quickly and easily applied to almost
any interior surface.
www.davidclouting.co.uk

Flowcrete Puts on a Flooring Masterclass
at the University of the West of Scotland
The University of the West of Scotland’s (UWS)
new £110 million Lanarkshire campus has installed
floors from Flowcrete UK that convey the open,
multifunctional and collaborative ethos of the site.
A multi-coloured flooring design made from multiple
resin coatings was chosen so that students walking
through the front door would be greeted with a
wide-open space broken up by large blocks of
dappled light grey, dark grey, green and blue flooring.
To achieve this aesthetic, over 1,000 m2 of the
decorative, methyl methacrylate system Flowfast
Terrosso was applied.
This fast curing flooring solution was used in Signal
Grey and Dark Grey to cover the majority of the
public-facing areas, particularly in the expansive
atrium. In addition, 350 m2 of Flowfresh MF was also
used in a number of bold colours, including Ochre,
Dark Green and Dark Blue. www.flowcrete.co.uk
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Audiolink Makes Aico Carbon
Monoxide Alarms The Only Choice
For Exeter City Council

As part of the refurbishment project,
Benif Zinc effect Interior film supplied
by leading surface material distributor
David Clouting was selected to refubish
tables, bar areas and lift interiors.
Specialist contractors T6 were able to
carry out the work in only four nights
in time for the official opening to the
public.

After in-depth consultation and technical
briefings, the A.Proctor Group’s Wraptite air
barrier system was chosen. Wraptite offers
a safer and simplified membrane system,
conforms with the required Class B rating, and it
provides a fully self-adhered vapour permeable
air barrier certified by the BBA. The membrane
bonds back to the substrate, ensuring a
simplified design to achieve airtightness and
easy installation method.
Unlike internal air barriers, which can be
complex and costly to install due to the
need to accommodate building services such
as electrical, lighting, heating and drainage
systems, Wraptite was applied externally, quickly
and easily to the substrate. The membrane will
fully bond to virtually any substrate, requiring
no mechanical attachment, seals or tapes
to suppress air leakage around junctions or
penetrations. www.proctorgroup.com

The Gherkin is one of the most iconic
buildings on the London landscape. The
restaurant and bar situated on the 39th
& 40th floors feature panoramic views
and an amazing helix atrium from which
the restaurant takes its name. The
restaurant and bar operated by Searcys
was originally for members only,
however after a recent refurbishment, it
is now open to the public.

Exeter City Council is close to completing a major
programme to install 6,000 Aico Ei208 Lithium
battery powered Carbon Monoxide Alarms across its
properties, specified due to their unique AudioLINK
data extraction technology. The Alarms have been
installed into every room that has a gas appliance.
The Ei208 is a quality, cost-effective Carbon
Monoxide alarm which uses sealed in 10 year
life Lithium batteries to address the problem of
battery removal by tenants.  The alarms benefit
from a highly sophisticated electrochemical Carbon
Monoxide sensor and rigorous, multiple testing
– including in real Carbon Monoxide gas - for the
utmost reliability.
A key feature of the Ei208 Carbon Monoxide Alarm
is Aico’s multiple award winning AudioLINK
technology which allows real time data to be
extracted to a smart phone or tablet using the free
AudioLINK App.   www.aico.co.uk
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Rainguard Aluminium – The Perfect
Match for Grade II Listed Church
Needing to replace an old cast iron
rainwater system, Hatherlow Church’s list
of “must haves” was not a small one. Elder
of the Church, Mat Simpson explained
“Hatherlow Church is a grade II listed
building, and as such we were looking for
a system that would be in keeping with
the mid - 19th century building, as well as
matching existing gutters and downpipes
already installed.
The product would also have to cope with
the vast amount of water that flows from
the pitched roof when it rains. “Being
budget conscious, we also required the
lowest cost possible, for an aesthetically
pleasing, long lasting and highly functional
system. Yeoman Rainguard managed to tick
all the boxes.”
To accommodate the large water flow levels
from the pitched roof, 130 x 100 mm Deep
Flow XL Aluminium Gutters were installed
to the front side of the Church. These were
complemented with the addition of 100mm
dia. XL Aluminium Downpipes, sufficiently
wide enough to cope with the amount of
water captured in the deep flow gutters.
The installation, carried out by Yeoman
Rainguard’s team, was completed with
attractive Bellvue cast aluminium rainwater

hoppers to
either side of
the Church’s
porched entrance.
All of Yeoman
Rainguard’s
XL Aluminium
products have a
durable powder
coated finish
which not only
looks stylish but offers 30 years plus
maintenance free service.
For more information on Yeoman
Rainguard’s range of gutters and downpipes
suitable for ecclesiastical and listed building
projects go to www.rainguard.co.uk or call
0113 279 5854.

The Future Is Modular... And The
Future Needs Tyvek®
The multiple benefits of modular development,
from cost to sustainability to efficiency, are playing
a valuable part in addressing not only the housing
shortage but also the impact of climate change.
DuPont™ Tyvek® membranes and systems are also
playing their part in this new housing story, as the
perfect partner to offsite construction. For a new
73-unit housing development under the Homes for
England scheme on a brownfield site in Blackburn,
Modularwise Ltd of Powys worked with client
Places for People to create the optimum, easily
replicable solution.
This consisted of two types of home: a number
of detached four bedroom houses plus multiple
three bedroom models. The three bedroom homes
combine four distinct modules, with the bedrooms
and bathrooms located in the duo pitched roof.
Tyvek® Supro and Tyvek® Reflex™ W1 wrap
the modular housing units made off-site by
Modularwise Ltd to create air, water and
weathertight new homes at a 73-unit brownfield
development by Places for People for Homes for
England. The modules feature the Tyvek® Supro
advanced breather membrane to the roof, a
product which exceeds BS5534 regulation without
restriction and is suitable for all wind zones,
regardless of height or topography.

moisture control and thermal solution in one hitech and trustworthy layer.
For Modularwise, once the design and sourcing
processes are in place and manufacture begins, it
takes approximately twelve days to complete the
first pod, with new pods coming through the line
every day.
The completed pods are then transported to
site where it takes around one day to erect a
completed house. The Tyvek® membranes are
fitted on the factory floor in controlled conditions,
without having to battle the elements, allowing
the installation to achieve optimum airtightness.
Once the individual modules are connected on site,
Tyvek® specialised tapes are used to seal the laps,
adding to the efficacy of both project design and
building methods.
In the sophisticated new world of high quality
pod and modular housing there are many
considerations when it comes to specification. It’s
crucial not only that all building regulations are
met – and futureproofed against – but also that
any requirements demanded by warranties and
insurance policies are satisfied.
www.construction.tyvek.co.uk

The Blackburn site is in an
exposed location, so superior
wind uplift resistance together
with a dry fix for ridges
and gables added to the
membrane’s suitability. In fact
the ingenious BRE-approved
wind calculator tool developed
by the DuPont Building
Knowledge Centre made itself
particularly useful in this
specification.
To meet STA guidance
requiring a breather
membrane to also act as a
second line of water ingress
defence with no leakage,
Tyvek® Reflex, which is both
W1 rated and offers a low-e
surface, provided a combined
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Three Hauraton Drainage Systems
Installed At Biomass Energy Plant
Three Hauraton drainage systems installed
at Margem Green Energy Biomass PlantThe
Margam Green Energy Biomass Plant is a
40MW electricity power station utilising
chipped wood waste as fuel otherwise
destined for landfill. When fully operational
the project will use around 300,000 tonnes
of waste wood from nearby regions.The
plant is located on land off Harbour Way
(A4241), near Margam in South Wales, in
an area designated for commercial and
industrial development.
Hauraton supplied three types of channel
to meet the rigorous specifications for
surface drainage of the main concreted
yard surrounding the plant, weighbridges
and car park.Three sizes of RECYFIX®
HICAP® high capacity channels were
installed in the yard. 3 metres of HICAP®
1000, 303 metres of HICAP® 2000 and 255
metre of HICAP® 3000.
The total water capacity of the HICAP®
channels was just over 20,390 litres. By
installing this system, the channel runs
were kept to a minimum so saving on
installation costs and future maintenance.
Factory fitted with 14mm slotted ductile
iron inlets, the channels comply with a
loading Class of F900 so can easily take
the weight of a HGV fully laden with

wood chips. Importantly, once installed
the complete system is highly resilient to
the twisting forces imposed by the laden
vehicles. 42 metres of FASERFIX® SUPER
150 channels with Class F900 ductile iron
20mm gratings were installed around the
two weighbridges. The FASERFIX® channel
component is made from the company’s
Fibre Reinforced Concrete with galvanised
steel angle housings moulded into the top
edges of the channel during production.
This specification is highly resistant to
extreme loads and constant dynamic
forces and was found to be ideal for the
weighbridge application. The FASERFIX®
gratings are secured by SIDE-LOCK®
patented boltless system. The system
allows gratings to be installed and later,
removed quickly. Finally, 39 metres of
RECYFIX® PRO 100 Type 75mm factory
fitted with FIBRETEC® heel-safe gratings
were installed in the car park.
The FIBRETEC® grating, moulded from a
fibre strengthened Polyamide (PA-GF) and
allows loadings up to Class C250 (BSEN
1433)All he RECYFIX® channel components
specified for the project are made from
100% recycled Polypropylene (PP) derived
from post consumer and post industrial
sources. www.drainage-projects.co.uk

Encasement Provides Stylish Cover
Up At Twickenham
Catholic College
Saint Richard Reynolds Catholic College in Twickenham is using Encasement’s ‘Forma’ and ‘Vecta’ decorative
metal casings to conceal structural steelwork around a new courtyard walkway, as part of its recently opened
£14 million teaching block. Designed by DHP Building Design Consultants and built by main contractor,
Graham Construction the project involved
the refurbishment of the existing Edwardian
structure, alongside the construction of The
Elizabeth Building to create a modern learning
environment for pupils.
An integral part of the new facilities was the
creation of a covered walkway along two
sides of the college’s main ‘quad’ courtyard
that also incorporates 14 structural support
columns, which are concealed by Encasement’s
rectangular ‘Forma’ decorative metal column
casings and matching ceiling soffits and
fascias.
Each 650mm x 990mm weatherproof column
casing stands 3.74metres high and is
manufactured from 1.5mm thick aluminium,
which incorporates a Rimex ‘Black Pearl’ finish
that combines a highly polished surface with a
pattern of small circular indentations, making
the casings both durable and aesthetic. In
addition to the column casings, the walkway
also includes almost 70 metres of aluminium
fascias and soffits at ceiling level, which use
the same Rimex Black Pearl finish to conceal
building services and drainage pipework.
All casings solutions were not only
manufactured and supplied by Encasement,
but were also installed by the company’s
specialist installation team.
www.encasement.co.uk
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Safe and secure windows
with heritage appeal
A high specification security window that also respects
the external appearance of heritage and historic buildings
has been launched by Crittall Fendor. The SwingVent
Heritage window acknowledges the fact that many NHS
and private healthcare providers occupy buildings that
were designed and built in the Victorian era. In many
cases these beautiful buildings are listed and altering or
upgrading them so as to meet modern care requirements
is challenging as local planners retain strict control on
matters concerning external appearance.
However, where the medical facility is one caring for
people with mental health problems the windows need
to be both extra safe and secure. Crittall Fendor has
combined the qualities of the thermally broken steel
framed T60 window specified extensively on heritage
buildings with their very successful SwingVent.
The T60 provides a traditional steel window external appearance while the inner SwingVent window presents
the full range of special safety and security features. These include an anti-ligature flush internal frame so
as to help prevent attempts at self-harm. The slim steel frame maximises natural light and ventilation and
double, triple, security grade, solar or acoustic glazing can be fitted depending on requirements.
www.crittall-windows.co.uk/specialist/healthcare/

THERMOBLOCK COMBATS COLD BRIDGING FOR NEW LEISURE FACILITIES AT FIFE HOLIDAY PARK
The construction of a new swimming pool
and play park at a caravan and holiday lodge
complex, set in a stunning location on the
coast of Fife, is making full use of the unique
insulating and load-carrying attributes offered
by Marmox Thermoblocks. Clayton Caravan
Park is a well-established destination,
just minutes from the historic town of St.
Andrews.
With its fully enclosed and well insulated
steel framed structure, the new swimming
pool and play park will offer year round
enjoyment. A key element to this energy
saving design is preventing cold-bridging
occurring around the perimeter to the
building’s in-situ reinforced concrete floor
where it meets the external walls, with its
140mm thick block inner leaf, infilling the
cold-rolled steel columns. The thermoblocks are available in widths of 100, 140 or 215mm and are formed from sections of XPS
(extruded polystyrene) encapsulating two rows of high strength, epoxy concrete mini-columns.
These are attached at either end to the top and bottom layers of glass-fibre reinforced polymer concrete, to ensure a good bond
with the rest of the structure. Crucially, a variety of details have been thermally modelled by the BRE to provide insulation values
for use in SAP or other calculations avoiding the punishing ‘default’ figure. www.marmox.co.uk
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Yeoman Rainguard Plays A Part
In Bringing Listed Mansion
House Back To Former Glory
A grade II listed Mansion on the
outskirts of Ulverston, Cumbria,
has respectfully been restored and
developed by housebuilders, Charles
Church, Lancashire. As a way of
protecting the future of the mansion,
planning permission was granted for it
to be converted into 19 apartments and
the gatehouse into a bungalow. Charles
Church ensured that the conversion
work carried out was sympathetic to the
Scottish baronial style whilst respecting
the original features.

along with complementing rectangular
rainwater pipes. The use of Yeoman
Rainguard ornamental ear bands and
corner ear bands for the cast iron
pipes played a part in maintaining
the authenticity of the façade of the
building. In areas where replacement
gutters were required to match up
seamlessly to the original gutters,
Yeoman Rainguard were able to
replicate exact size and profiles with
their manufacturing capabilities using
GRP material.

These qualities also needed to
be reflected when it came to the
replacement of the rainwater systems on
both the mansion and the gatehouse.
With over 40 years’ experience of
providing aesthetically appropriate, yet
highly functional rainwater systems for
heritage and listed building projects,
Yeoman Rainguard were the perfect
choice to provide a suitable system for
the restoration. On the mansion house
gutters that could not be refurbished
were replaced with Yeoman Rainguard
MOG 25 x 100 mm cast iron gutters
finished in Light Aircraft Grey colour

Cast iron soil pipes were provided from
the Rainguard TX range providing a
highly durable, easy to install waste
water drainage solution. The gatehouse,
tastefully converted into a bungalow,
was fully fitted with brand-new Yeoman
Rainguard cast iron MOG gutters and
round down pipes. Finished in a classy
gloss black paint the rainwater system
was befitting of the buildings design
and heritage. www.rainguard.co.uk
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Sto Helps Create Innovative
Design For Icon Outlet
At The O2
An integrated package of external wall
insulation and render from Sto has
been used to insulate an impressive
architectural design featured on a
major new London shopping mall. The
Sto materials were chosen to insulate
and finish the ‘wave-themed’ wall
and ceiling design which now forms
the centrepiece of ICON Outlet at the
world-famous The O2.
“We needed to specify a high-quality
insulation system that could provide
the required degree of thermal
insulation, and still accommodate the
complex surfaces and angles of the
‘wave’ design which covers large parts
of the walls and ceiling,” explains
Nathmya Saffarini of CallisonRTKL
architects. “We were looking to create
a vibrant atmosphere and use stateof-the-art materials throughout, so
it was important that the insulation
solution we chose was compatible
with those requirements.”
The Sto system specified for the
majority of the project was the
StoVentec R ventilated rainscreen
cladding system. This features an
adjustable aluminium mounting grid

which creates a cavity between the
facade and the render carrier board.
This is partially filled with mineral
fibre insulation to provide highly
effective thermal insulation and fire
protection, while still protecting the
wall by keeping it dry and allowing it
to breathe.
The StoVentec carrier boards are
very flexible, do not expand or
contract with temperature change,
and butt jointed with no risk of
cracking. StoTherm Mineral external
wall insulation was applied to other
areas of the building. This system
uses mineral fibre boards to provide
unrivalled thermal insulation and fireresistance.
Both Sto systems were then finished
with StoSilco K, a high-performance
silicone resin render which provides
excellent water repellence. StoSilco
K is an ideal facade finish for
applications such as this where the
finish required is visually attractive,
whilst also providing protection
against weathering and damp.

Kalwall Leads The Way
In Retrofit Design
Kalwall® translucent cladding,
exclusively available in the UK and
Ireland from Structura UK Ltd, has
helped transform a former marble
processing plant into an amazing
space for the University of Tennessee
in Knoxville, USA. Designed by Cope
Associates, the new Facilities Services
Complex has totally revitalised and
refreshed the original 1908 building
and the use of Kalwall has helped the
projects LEED Silver Certification.
The project has proved so successful
it was named the Collegiate Citation
winner for historic preservation in
American School and University’s
annual Educational Interiors Showcase
Award. The interior of this 8,500 sq
metre building is now bathed with
diffused daylight through the Kalwall
panels fitted into the original clerestory
encircling the central hall.
The Kalwall keeps the interior free
from glare and hotspots and the stark
contrasts of light and shade. It also
specifically helps the computer users
by keeping direct sunlight and glare
off their screens making it more restful
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and reducing eye fatigue. Furthermore,
Kalwall’s insulation properties mean
‘U’ Values of up to 0.28 W/m2K can be
achieved. This is as energy efficient as a
normal cavity wall and four times better
than insulated glass units.
Therefore there is less of a demand
for artificial heating and cooling, while
the translucence reduces the need for
artificial lighting. Kalwall is a popular
choice for retrofit projects. The strong
and lightweight panels are factory
prefabricated to the exact size needed
for each project. They are easily be
retrofitted into existing spaces and can
often use the existing substrate saving
both time and money on removal and
new fabrication.
This, coupled with the low maintenance
colour stable, UV resistant and selfcleaning surface, has the additional
advantage that ongoing maintenance
is kept to a minimum thereby avoiding
cost and disruption.
www.structura-uk.com/kalwall
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Unique cabinet design & manufacture from Shopkit
Great attention to detailing, using high quality materials and finishes
on all our custom and standard cabinet designs, produced in our
UK factory. Call for brochure or to discuss your current or future projects.
T. 01923 818282

.

F. 01923 818280

.

E. sales@shopkit.com

.

www.shopkit.com

MADE IN THE UK

